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I FOREWORD
I
g The studies described in this report comprise Phase I of Edgewood Arsenal's two-phase studyof the electrostatic vulnerability of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters. The report was prepared
by the General Electric Company, Management and Technical Services Department (GE-MTSD),
I Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, under National Aeronautic_ and Space Administration (NASA)
Contract NAS8-23524 for the Smoke and Riot Control Branch, Production and Maintenance
i Engineering Laboratory (administered through the Engineering Test and Evaluation Section,Process Technology Branch, Chemical Process Laboratory), Weapons Development _nd Engi-
I neering Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland.
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I EXECUTIVESUMMARY
I
Recent incidents with XM15/XM165 CB clusters indicate that electrostatic effects may have
i boon responsible for premature functioning of the units, Additionally, an E8 manufacturing: facility was d stroyed by fire whi h could have resulted from electrostatic buildup during
one of the manufacturing processes. Both of these units disperse CS gas. AB the results of
t the incidents and Edgewood Arsenal's Modernization Program, a _ystcms approach was
selected by Edgewood to determine the electrostatic vulnerability of the XM15/XM 165 cluster
i and E8 launcher. Initially two phases of study were identified. The first two phases wouldbe a study of the fuse train and their component parts. From the re_ults of the first and
second phases (identification and subsystem testing, respectively) a third phase, System Study
I and Test, will be planned to evaluate the complete systems.
This report covers the results of the first phase and includes:
I • Describing electrostatic theory as it applies to system vulnerability.
• Evaluating XM15/XM165 and E8 material characteristics.
I • Determining conditions which affect electrostatic initiation sensitivity.
• Constructing equivalent electrical circuits to facilitate analysts and interpretation of
I data.
• Developing phase II test plan.
_,I The second phase will consist of:
• Conducting electrostatic spark ignition and triboelectriftcatton tests on subsystems
_1 and components of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters.
• Evaluating prior incidents of the E8 and XM15/XM165 chtsters from an electrostatic
viewpoint.
• Refining the equivalent electrical circuits generated in Phase I.
'i- • Plotting equipotential curves of simulated E8 and XM15/XM165 configuration to pro-
vide a visual dispAay of the electric field.
'I • Performing a systems test prggram to verify proper functioning of modified t.,ompouents.
• Recommending measures to eliminate or neutralize potential accidents.
iii • Proposing a future system test program.
I
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The intent of this approach is to provide a logical, economical, sequential test methologyl
I whereby, not only can the electrostatic vulnerability be determined, but a baseline of information
is established for future reference and utilization.
I Initial Phase I! spark ignition tests have been conducted on components and subsystem configu-
rations of the XM15 fuse train to provide Edgewood the benefit of test data prior to the start
I of production of the XM15 cluster. As the results of these tests and Edgewoodts ignition test_,the following changes were incorporated early in the production cycle:
i • Aluminum junction blocks were used in lieu of lezan (plastic) junction blockA as, originally proposed by Edgewood Arsenal.
• Conductive cements are used to electrically bend the delay fuses to the Junction
I blocks.
t
While the changes appear simple in nature, they constitute major improvements to reduce the
i_ electrostatic vulnerability of the XM 15/XM 165 cluster.
I
I
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ABSTRACT
, This report describes the results of investigations conducted by the Materiel T3ating and lie-
search Subsection (MT&R), Management and Technical Services Department, Space Division,1 of the General Electric Company tn conjunction with the Smoke and Rtot Control Branch, Pro-
duction and Maintenance Engineering Laborato_--y,and Engineering Test and Evaluation Section,
Process Technology Branch, Chemical Process Laboratory, Weapons Development and Engi-neering Laborato4F, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland. This two-phnse investigation
is concerned mainly with electrostatics. Phase I consists of electrostatic vulnerability iden-
I t_fication and the survey of manufacturers' facilities; and Phase H will consist of Implementing
the test plan as described in Section 7 of this report,
Two inadvertent ignitions of the XlVI15/XM165 cluster and one ignition of the E8 launcher occurred
without the cause being understood at the time.
During the course of the investigations, the XM15/XM165 and the E8 launcher were shown tobe susceptible to electrostatic ignition. The pyrotechnic hazard of prime concern associated
, with electrostatics is that of the spark which can be generated. The heat, shock, and ionization
produced by the spark can cause ignition of pyrotechnics. However, as a res,lt of the initial
ignition tests (XM15 fuse train), changes have been incorporated to make the fusing system
relatively safe from premature electrostatic activation.
Included in this report is a summary of a visit to the E8 launcher manufactt_ring facility. An
I XM15/XM165 manufacturing facility was also visited, and the results of this investigation havebeen submitted under separate cover as Report No. GE-MTSD-R-047, "Inadvertent Functioning
of an XM15 Cluster During Manufacturing," dated October 29, 1970,
i
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, ']'J SECTION1
INTRODUCTION
1, 1 GENERAL
This report contains the results of Phase I of a two-phase investigation of the electrostatic
vulnerability of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters being conducted hy the General Electric
" Company, Management and Technical Services Department (GE-MTSD) for the Smoke and Riot
: Control Branch, Production and Engineering Laboratory (Ddministor,_d through the Engineering
.. Test and EvaluationSection,Process Technology Branch, Chemical Process Laboratory),
(' Weapons Development and l,:ngineertng Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgcwood, Maryhmd.
The contracting agency is the National Aeronautics and SpaJe Administration (NASA), George
_' C. Marshall, ,:_ce Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. This program is being conducted at the
!
' NASA Mississippi Test Facility, Bay St. I,ouis, Mississippi, under contract NAS8-2352,i.
Phase I consisted of identification of the characteristic of the E8 and XM15/XM165 system
_i which affect its electrostatic vulnerability and a survey of the manufacturers' facilities.
Phase II will be the implementation of the test plan detailed in Section 7 of this report.
I The objectives of Phase I wore to:
" • Identify areas of potential electrostatic hazards
I i:
• Collect all available literature and information related to this study.
I_: • Construct equivalent electrical circuits to facilitate analysis and interpretation of
{! data.
• Construct equivalent electrical circuits
!i! • Define the Phase II test plan
. To accomplish these objectiws, Phase I was divided into the following five tasks:
..... • Task I - Identification of the locations and operations where electrostatic potentials
_' may be generated.
• Task II - Determination of engineering characteristics and evaluation of properties
of materials and discrete components used in the assemblies to disclose the individual
li_ electrostatic sensitivity values.
• Task Ill - Evaluation of the process equipment and procedures for determination of
::! hazards.
• Task IV - Generation of equivalent electrical circuits.
• Task V - Development of the Phase II test plan.
@
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Each task was implemented as shown in the Phase I logic diagrams, Figures 1-1 through 1-6.
The results of these tasks are presented in this report as follows:
• Section 2 - Summary Discussion
• Section 3 - Electrostatics
!i • Section 4 - Material Characteristics
• Section 5 - Potential Electrostatic Hazards
• Section 6 - Equivalent Ele_trieal Circuits
• Section 7 - Phase II Test Plan
i_ • Section 8 - References
The following paragraphs present tho'se aspects of the physical design and functioning of the
_i XM15/XM165 cluster and E8 launcher necessary to the understanding of the technical task ro-
!l
suits included in the remainder of this report.
14 ,
: 1.2 XM15/XM165 CLUSTERS
1.2.1 DESIGN
ii ', The XM165 chemical agent canister cluster assembly (Figure I-7) is designed to disperse tacti-
" cal CS from an aircraft or helicopter. The XM165 cluster consists of an XM43 adapter ("2" in
_' Figure 1-7), two XM15 clusters ("15" in Figure 1-7), and an XMI explosive bolt ("12" in
'_!_ Figure 1-7).
, The XM15 cluster (Figures 1-8 and 1-9) consists of eight modules that are heat-sealed together,
_
_ an XM721 time fuze and an ignition system sealed in a rubber compound. Each module contains
33 XM16 canisters, yielding 254 canisters in each XM15 cluster (see Figures 1-9 and 1-10).
'/! i.2.2 FUNCTIONING
The XM165 cluster is designed to be initiated either electrically or mechanically.
_ 1.2.2.1 Electrical Initiation
The XM165 cluster explosive bolt is activated in flight when the pilot pushes a firing switch on
I the control stick grip. This fires the cnnstraining explosive bolt. As the bolt shears, the end
clamps of the adapter move outward, allowing the hinged clamps to pivot upward. The two
l XM15 clusters are forced downward by four leaf springs located under the adapter. When theXM15 clusters drop, the arming wire, the safety cover, and the safety wire attached to the tie
_ rod are pulled from the XM721 fuze. _his starts the time initiator and releases the interrupter
from its pu_ition blocking the slide.
The parts of the XM15 cluster fusing system are labeled in Figure 1-11. As depicted, comple-
timing cycle releases the detonator slide. The M55 detonator impacts a firing pin and
tion of the
! 1-9.
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;{ I End clamps 9 Tit}rod
!_ 2 XM43 adapter 10 Arming wire tube
3 HJnged clamp 11 Detomltor boot
4 Safety clamp t2 XM1 explosive bolt
i'i 5 Cover tiedown screw 13 Clip
J: 6 Tie rod yoke 14 Wiring harness
7 XM166 arming wire 15 XMI5 cluster
8 Suspension lugs 16 Wiring harness
,y
II Figure l-8. XMI5 Cluster
I
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! Figure 1-9. XM15 CanisterModule, Cross-SectionView
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Figure 1-10. Cross Section of XM16 Canister
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|detonates, activating an igniter pellet located below the slide. Through a delay fuse, the firing
train is continued to two small Junction blocks located on each side of the XM721 fuze. The
small junction blocks are also connected by a line igniter that bypasses the XM721 fuze, ensur-
ing ignition of both Junction blocks in the event of a failure at either end of the delay fuse con-
nected to the igniter pellet. Each small Junction block contains an ignition mixture and is con-
;: netted to a large Junction block by two delay fuses. Each of the two large Junction blocks
contain ignition mixture and eight delay fuses which lead to igniters. Sixteen igniters, two for
each module, ignite 25-gram black powder bags to expel the XM16 canisters from the modules.
The two delay fuses and two igniters connecting the large Junction block and each module, and
the two delay fuses connecting each small junction block and each large Junction block, providem
two independent ignition systems. Function of either ignition system is sufficient to ignite the
black powder expelling charge in a module. The canisters of the end modules are expelled
2.4 seconds after the igniter pellet is activated. The canisters in the remaining modules are
expelled at 0.5-second intervals. The initiation of the black powder bags in the module also
ignites the fuse in each XM16 canister (Figure 1-I0).
!i
_! At the end of the fuse delay period, the ignition mixture is ignited. The burning of the ignition
mixture is so rapid that the burned fuse is blown out of the rubber disk assembly and the canis-
! ter is propelled. This initialdisplacement aids in dispersing the canisters for better area
,I
coverage. The CS mixture is also ignited. As the CS mixture begins burning_ pressure builds
up and the XM16 canister continues to be propelled along the ground in an erratic path with
!, some canisters becoming airborne. The CS is disseminr.ted during the burning period.
1.2.2.2 Mechanical .Initiation
_ When the XM165 cluster is released mechanically, the adapter is dropped with beth XM15
clusters attached. The XM166 arming wire is attached to the bomb rack of the aircraft and!i
!_ extends through the arming wire tube of the adapter to the explosive belt. When the XM165
cluster is dropped_ the arming wire frees the firing pin in the explosive bolt which impacts the
M55 detonator. The M55 detonator then initiates an explosive train which shears the explosive
bolt. The sequence, thereafter, is as described in paragraph 1.2.2.1.
The XM15 clu_ter may also be c_lsidered as an individual system and dropped independently.
_ In this mode the XM43 ad_pter is not used.
1.3 E8 LAUNCHER
i
_!., 1.3. I DESIGN
The E8 launcher (Figure 1-12) is designed to disperse tactical CS canisters through
if built-in launch tubes. The E8 consists of a launcher module (Figure 1-13) and a firing
platform (Figure 1-14). The Immcher weighs appro_hnately 34 pounds and may be transpor_edp
i 1-14
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ii 6 E23 cartridge
1 Shorting bar
2 Pyrotechnic disc 7 Pyrotechnic disc
3 Branch fuse strip 8 Propellant cup
4 Electric squib 9 Lacquered diaphragm5 Cartridge fuse strip 10 Main fuse train
i
1
i] Figure 1-12. E8 Launcher - Electrical Flmctioning
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1 Top cover 11 Baseplate
;,! 2 Foam cap t2 Epoxy resin
3 Foilvapor bnrricr 13 E23 cartridge
4 Paper tube 14 Polyurethane foam
,l 5 Main fusetrain 15 Plasticseparatorcap
i__ 6 Fuse strip 16 Cardboard separator disc
7 Electricalsquib L7 Trail releasecatch
8 Firing well cover 18 Auxiliary fuse train
I 9 Plasticcase 19 Plastlcseparatorcap, flanged
I0 Carrying harness attachment ring
:; Figure 1-13. Launcher Module - Cutaway View!_
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1 Back pad 5 Base
2 Position panel 6 Trail (right hand)
_! 3 Tether spike 7 Spike
_ 4 Stability platform 8 Trail (left hand)
:1
!_ Figure 1-14. Firing Pla" .z'm (Components)
g
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/| emplaeedt sighted and fired by one man. A total of 64 E23 cartridges (Figure 1-15) are fired
from 16 tubes arranged in a rectangular pattern.
I I. 3.2
FUNCTIONING
The E8 launcher can be fired either electrically or manually,
i. 3.2. I Electrical
The E8 launcher functions electrically as follows (reference the part_ identified in Figure 1-12):,o
' • With the shorting bar (1) removed, the M2 electric squibs (4) are fired by an electric
signal generated by the operator.
l
! • When the squib ignites, the flame starts the main fuse train (I0) burning.
• The main fuse train connects to 16 branch time strips (3), each connected to an
:; individual tubo.
• As the branch fuse strip burns to completion, the pyrotechnic disc (71 of the first
_,_ E23 cartridge (6) of each tube is ignited. The remall_lng tubes are fired in predeter-
mined sequence.
C'
I_ • The pyrotechnic disc transfers the flame to the cartridge fuse strip (5). i
• The fuse strip burns down both sides of the cartridge, burns through a lacquered
diaphragm (9), and ignites the black powder inside the propellant cup (8).
• Burning of the black powder will eject the cartridge from the launcher and ignite the
_ pyrotechnic disc (2) on the second cartridge.
This sequence is repeated until all the cartridges are fired from each tube.
i. 3.2.2 Manual
The E8 launcher can be fired manually as follows (reference the parts identified in Figure 1-16) :
I • The launcher can be fired by removing the lanyard reel (1) and safety pin (4) and
pulling on the lanyard (7).
• As the lanyard is pulled, the firing release pin (6) slides out of the spring-loaded
mousetrap-type manual actuator (3) and releases the striker arm (2).
i • The spring-powered striker arm swings over and strikes the M42 percussion primer
' (5). After a delay ot 5 seconds, heat from the burning primer ignites the primer
fuse train. The primer fuse train ignites the main fuse train.
I The remainder of the firing _ycle is identical to that described in paragraph 1.3.2, 1 al'ter
squib ignition.I
I,
1
I R-0_2
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I
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1 ®
i 1 Fuse train 10 Propellant cup
2 _Pyrotechnicdia¢ 11 Blatkpowdet
3 Pyrotech ic fuse strip 2 Threaded dlsc
' 4 Lead-foil tape 15 CS pyrotechnic mixture
5 Crimp ring . 14 Elutomerte diephragm
6 Lacquered dlspnragm 15 Aluminum eanister
I 7 Pyrotechnic pad 16 Ign!ter eoatlng
8 F|rst-flreeoating If Nossle
, _) Time.delay fuse
I
ii Figure 1-15. E23 Cartridge - Cutaway View
ii 1-19
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--!'_ 1 Lanyard reel 5 Primer
2 Striker arm 6 Firing release pin
3 Manual activator 7 Lanyard. 4 Safety pin
t
Figure 1-16. E8 Launcher - Manual Functio "tng
#
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' parts Figure 1--15, cartridge functiona as followa:
Referencing the identified in the E23
• The functioning cycle begins when the heat from the pyrotechnic pad (7) burns through
'1 the lacquered diaphragm (fl) and ignites the black powder (11) a_ described in para-
I
graph 1.3.2.1. When the black powder ignites, the gas produced ezpels the cartridge
from the launcher.
• At the same time the black powder ignites and the first-fire coating (8) i_ ignited
, and in turn lgnitea the fi- to fl,-at_cond time_lelay fume (9) inside the cartridge,
• At the end of the delay time, the delay fuae ignlttm the igniter c_at(ng (16) which in
turn lgniteH the CA pyrotoehntc mixture (13).
• The pressure builds up within the canister opening tho nozzle (17).
The mixture burns for 10 to ],5 seconds. Thrust ox, wtod by the burning mixture l)rcp_:d_ the
_i cartridge along the round in a zigz_tg path while the agent is being released.
I
I
I
SECTION2
!, SUMMARYDISCUSSION
2. I INTRODUCTION
Thl_ dincunnlon relates the results obtained in the first phase of a two-phase Investigation of
the _doctr_taticvulnerahliltyof tile EB and XMIf/KMI6h e|aetorm
i,
! Phase I contdt_ts of electrostatic ld(mtlfhmtlon of matel:ialn proporthm and _haractorh_titm n
survey nf thv mtmufacturor t_ fa_,llltlos identification .f areas of potential ale, trnstatl¢ hnzardt_
construction nf cquivahmt (,lootrlcal circuits, and doflnttization of the I_lmm II t(at plan
l_lmm II of lhlt_ lnvot_tlgatlon will h_ the tmpl¢.nontation of th( test phm an dota|hql m t_ovtlm
7 of thl4 roimrt Tim ,JbJectlvet_ ff l'h mr} II arc to
• Conduct ch_( trostt|tlu spark Ignition and trlbuolo(_trlfleatlnn h sta on subt_ystulns and
contpoaonts of tile E8 and XMlfi/XM16fl clusters
• Evalutttc prior lnvl,tents of the 18 and XMIS/XMlfi5 clusters from an electr _t4tatlc
viewpoint
! • Refine the equivalent eleetrlual circuits generated in Phase I
• Recommend measures to eliminate or neutrall_e hazards areas
I • Propose a future system test prot.q am
2 2 XM15/XM165 CLUSTER
:[[ The XM15/XM165 tactical CS canister cluster appears to be vulnerable to premature activation
by electrostatic charge. This assumption is based on the general design features of the unitP.
!i (i e use of nonconduetive plastics and other noneonductive materials) and on two premature
c
activations of the XMlfl5 dtaing unloading operations However, because of the results of
Edgewood ignition tests and the initial Phase II XM15 fuse train tests changes have been incor
! porated to make the fusing system relatively safe from premature activation by electrostatic
charge.
• '_l The modifications designed to decrease electrostatic ignition sensitivity, requires validation
to verity that they are functioning as intended. The new ignition sensitivity level must be
established, and the possibility that a new potentially hazardous situation will bc introduced
ii must be investigated,
The Wrotechnte hazard of prime concern that is associated with electrostatics is that of the
spark which can be generated during the charging/discharging phenomena. If a gap exists and
if the applied voltage potential is sufficient, the gap will break down and a spark will occur.
l The heat, shock, and ionization produced by the spark can induce ignition of pyrotechnics.
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Gaps can occur at Several locations within the XM15/XMI65 cluster, Those in the vicinity
!: of the pyrotechnics are. Approximate!i
_ Breakdo_vn
.Loca'Aon _ Dielectric Voltage
Between the fuse and 31 Mils Air 3900 V
_ the poilet_ in the block
z; Between the fu_o mid 5 to l0 Mil_ Air or ItTV ln0t) to _000 V
:} block
Shm_ theXM43 adapteris Inoleetrloalcontactwith these gap_, relyvoltagetim!in indut_odto
i_ the adapt_r will ho pre_ont at the gap. For t_xamplo, if It man has a charge of 3000 v,fltf_ and
il
comes in eoutael with the adapter, most of thil_ potential (3000 volta) will appear ae,ro_ the
gap. It lt_ not uncommon for li l)lan to develop a potential of 3000 In lO,0/)t) voltH in normal
work a_,t|vttbm. Aflflumlng lhal, a man lit charged to lo, 000 voltft and hall II cal_llcitlmee of _l)l}
l_lVol'ar:ldn (reforonet_ 37, Softies 8),then he ha_ the capability of delivering . 01 jmlltm st'
ii energy to t.ll(,gap 0", : 1/l_ I)V*_).
Inlthd t'haso II to_)ting of the XMI5 fuse train (reference 9, Se¢,tion 8) rcvcld(,d that th(_ unit e_m
!i
_, bo ignited with . 006 joules; therefore, It is volt feasible for th,) system to ignite pronmturt,ly
if a charged man comes in contact with tht_ XM43 adaptor, ltowevor, with tim changes that have
been :cccntly incorporated (aluminum junction blocks and conductive cement to bond the delay
it fuses to tim Junction blocks), one of tim potential gaps has boon eliminated and the other gap
should not present a problem since a good conductive path is provided to conduct any potential
!l around the gap. (Phase II testing will reveal whether or not this is the case.) Factor), assem-
bled fuse trains, changes incorporated, will be teated for electrostatic spark ignition sensitivities.
From the evaluation of potential electrostatic hazards it appears that hazardous mamff.wturlng
,:* conditions have been negated by implementation of techniques of electrostatic suppression and
personnel safety. Other areas of potential electrostatic hazards are identified in Section 5 and
![ can be eliminated by using either conductive materials or antistatic aerosols.
I'
The main factors in generating electrostatic potential are the properties of the materials
ii involved, Section 4 contains the properties and characteristics of the materials used in the
XM15/XM165 cluster and provides a ready reference of pertinent information that is required
_ for an electrostatic evaluation. This information can also be used for other studies or further
!! designs/modifications relating to the XM15/XM165 type systems. For example, the expulsion
charge assembly (black powder bag) is placed between two expulsion pads. From Table 4-1
t_
:_ (line numbers 16 and 19-1} it can be seen that these two items are separated by 10 units on the
triboelectric series which indicates that/t charge can easily be generated between the two units.
!_ Therefore, extra caution should be exercised during this part of the assembly operation.
The equivalent electrical circuit for the XM165 is presented in Section 6. From a generalized
,: equivalent circuit many types of investigations can be made depending on the assumed conditions.
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i To investigate what happens when a man carrying an electrostatic charge touches the XM43
i!
adapter, the circuit shown in Figure 2-1 can be used to represent the man and the XM165, (The
ii derivation for this circuit and the components are explained in Section 6. ) The charged man can
!i be represented by a capacitor CO in series with a resistance Ro. CO is the ratio of the charge
on the man to the voltage between his body and the ground, (These quantities may all vary as the
! man moves about; for example purposes use the values existing at the instant the man
touches the equlpmcnt. ) Ro represents the resistance to the flow of current between the man
and the equipment.
R
r O
+
" C3 T
Vo-- - il _ C2
I Figure 2-1. Circuit for Analysis of Redistribution of Charge
Determination of the circuit component values are not part of this phase. However, an attempt
will be made to determine these values during Phase II (reference paragraph 7.4.2).
2.3 E8 LAUNCHER
I The E8 tactical CS backpack appears to be vulnerable to premature activation by electrostaticcharge. This assumption is based on the general design features of the unit (i. e., use of non-
conductive plastics and other nonconductive materials) and a premature activation and ensuing
l' fire at a production facility.
From the electrical conception standpoint the E8 launcher is constructed differently than the
XM165. The E8 launcher is completely encased in insulating material. The housing itself
represents a multiple layer dielectric insulator surrounding all critical parts of the system.
i The existence of such an insulator around the critical "circuits" _uld appear to be a goodsafety measure; however, there are condi_,lons that can occur whereby this insulator may
contribute to the electrostatic ignition sensitivity of the system. This condition is described
in paragraph 6.3 of this report.
Normal use of the E8 launcher is expected to include considerable amounts of movement and
i rubbing of the Royalite case against other material. A larger percentage of this action might
occur against material worn by a man a,td some would occur against his skin as he prepares
the launcher for use. It would also be expected that the same man could be involved in preparing
i ! 2-3
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:i the launcher for firing, which includes removing the firing well cover and touching parts of the
manual activator assembly or squib input leads.
!! The functional contact between the man and the E8 launcher can induce electrostatic charge
separation by trtboelectric effects. The potential that would result between the man and
launcher would be expected to be caused by a negative charge or electron excess on the Royalite
and a depletion of electrons or a positive charge on the man. The extent of charge separation
deuends upon the material on the man (and also the Royattte), the extent of agitation, the length
of time after the agitation that the charge is "utilized," and the existing humidity. When the
* man removes the firing well cover and touches any part of the manual activator asBembly,
he will transfer his charge depletion to the igniter cord and fuse strip critical area as shown
in Figure 2-2, simplified equivalent circuit of manual activator-primer fuse assembly,
The components Co and 1_° represent 'the internal impedance and energy storage capability of
the energy source. In this case, consider a man who may generate or transfer an energy
charge from a source. R o and Co may be replaced by other types of source_ as would appear
!i when considering the electromagnetic case. The components RA and CA represent the equiva-
i! lent circuit values of the "metal to metal" contact resistances and the corresponding capacitance.
The simplified distributed circuit "transmission line" is represented by RB, RC, RD, CB, and
I The components and are simplified circuit of the aluminumCC • CD , CE0 C F capacitances
frame_ fuse strip, and igniter cord to the case.
If no breakdown occurs, the charge originally generated between the man and the case will be
_ distributed to CD, CE, and C F.
_ The length of time the charge remains across the capacitors is a function of the conductivity of
I
_ the imperfect dielectric. It may be possible to accumulate the charge or under certain circum-
stances have it oppositely charged from that described. When two charge accumulations occur
_! which are of opposite polarity the transient breakdown conditions can increase considerably.
From the manufacturing standpoint, the prime area of concern is the foaming operation. One
of the fi,_al process stele3 is that of filling the voids of the E8 with polyurethane foam. This
operation appears to be conducive to production of high electrostatic potentials. An E8 foaming
!_ operation test will be conducted during Phase II as defined in Section 7 of this report. The
i! objective of this test Is to measure the electrostatic potentials induced during each phase of the
foaming operation, to determine from these data the feasibility of electrostatic discharge, and
: to establish the likelihood of ignition of the system by this means.
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SECTION3
; ELECTROSTATICS
3.1 GENERAL
IT Electrostatics is the physics that deals with phenomena due to attractions or repulsions ofi
electric charges but not dependent upon their motion (reference 1St Section 8). The mechanisms
i involved in the process oi developing the electric charges are still subject to further research
-_ even though multi-volume books have been written on the mathematics of electrostatics; this
i branch of electrical studies, which is the oldest, is still in its infancy.
I Electrostatics has to be considered as a hazard to pyrotechnics since the forces involved can
cause ignition. Elimination of the fbrees that can cause ignition is the problem to be solved when
pyrotechnics are exposed to electrostatic charges. Because of the many variables and fac_.ors
involved in electrostatics, each case where electrostatics may be a hazard to pyrotechnics is
:i almost unique.
i! The prime point to consider is that of a spark occurring when an electrostatic charge is being
created or neutralized. A spark produces heat, light, a smalLshock wave, and an electro-
!! magnetic field. It is the heat of the spark that is the most probable cause of ignition of pyre-
technics although the other forces can also cause ignition.
f, 3.2 ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
Table 3-1 shows three theories of the ways in which a material may become charged. Of the
.
i three, the electron theory is considered the classical.
Table 3-1. Theories of the Ways in which a Material May Become Charged*
Charge carrier Why does the carrier move ? Why does the movement terminate ?
i electrons going to lower energy levels Energy levels at same height, hot spotor thermal e.m.f, cooled off, o_rcapacitance fully charged
ions going to lower energy levels leve111ng complete or shortage of ions
_I or diffusion down concen- back e. m.f. capacitance fully charged
il tration gradient or elec-
trolytic e.m.f.
!t bulk adhesion of parts of opposing surfaces separated
surfaces or particulate con- surfaces separated
taminatton transferred me-
, chanically
*Reference 13, 3ection 8
:!
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Whenever two surfaces, whether liquid or solid, come into contact (no matter how gently),
i their surfaces are crushed on the atomic level and electrons puss back and forth between the
,i
objects. On separation, one surface always comes away with more electrons (ne_ttively charged)
than the other surface (positively charged). Therefore, a charge (or more appropriately, a
static charge or electric charge) may be defined as an accumulation of an excess or deficit of
electrons on an insulating (or insulated) object. Friction or rubbing is not necessary for this
charging to take place; mere contact and separation are enough, Rubbing merely increases the
number and frequency of contact-separation incidents, each of which causes local electrification.
_:i The degree and polarity of the imparted charges depend to some degree on the relative position
of the materials in the triboeleetric series (reference paragraph 3.3). Static charges, because
_ _ they are all of the same polarity on an object, repel one another and therefm, e accumulate on
the outermost surfaces of the char-god object. If a conductive coativg, no matter how miniscule,
is present on the surface of an item, the charge will spread over the entire surface, so that a
._ grounding touch at any point can bleed off the whole charge. The conductivity of this surface
layer may be very small, provided it is continuous, because, while high voltages arc common
in static phenomena, amperages are almost immeasurably low (reference t6, Section 8).
Insulators exhibit the charging phenomena more pronouncedly. As shown in Table 3-2 (refer-
ence t, Section 8), insulators can be classified as materials that exhibit a resistivity of t08
i_ ohm-cm or higher.
I_ Table 3-2. Classification of Materials Based on Resistivity*
_, RESISTI..VITY, OHM-CM** CLA _S 1
_: 0-103 Conductor
': 103-108 Partial Conductor
_ 108-1018 (or hi_[her) Insulator
_ *Reference 1, Section 8
**Unit resistance between two opposite faces of a 1-cm cube.
_ Conductors and partial conductors, when electrically isolated from earth, can also become
charged.
'L_ 3.3 TRIBOELECTRIC SERIES
The term triboelectric stems from triboelectricity which is a charge of electricity generated by
l friction (tribe meaning friction) (reference 15, Section 8).
When two materials (insulated from ground) are rubbed together they will assume opposite
I If third material is then series be formed if material A becomescharges,
introduced,a a can
l,
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positive with respect to B and C and if B becomes negative with respect to C. Table 3-3 shows
three series of this nature. The material uppermost in the aeries becomes positively charged
when rubbed by a material lower in the series; the lo_sr material becomes negatively charged.
i}' This type of series is called the "trlboeleetrie series, _'
Imperfections in materials and surfaces, variations in r_lbbing techniques, surface eontamlna-
ii tlon, and the breakdown of the surrounding gaseous medium make it impossible to develop a
quantitative triboelectric series based on charge difference, As can be seen in Tables 3_3 and
i! 3-4, the series can be altered as these conditions vary, Therefore, because the triboelectrie
!i series is inconclusive In describing the behavior of electrostatic charges, it can only be used
as a tool in the evaluation and analysis of electrostatics.
:.i. No correlation of trlboeleetrification with other properties such as surface or volume resistivity
or dielectric constant has been found,'
'i
Table 3-4. Triboelectric Series (Reference 26, Section 8)
v!
ii, (Reference 27, (Reference 28, (Reference 29 Gruner's Contact
Section 8) Section 8) Section 8) Potential Series
(Reference 30,
I Section 8)I
Positive Positive Positive Material Potential
ii i,
Asbestos Wool Wool ,,
_-' Glass Nylon Nylon
Mica Silk Viscose Wool +42
Wool Viscose Cotton Perlon II _20
_ Cat's fur Cordura Silk Dacron* +14
Lead Human skin Acetate Paper +12
Silk Fiberglass Lucite Glass, steel +10
!:!, Aluminum Cotton Polyvinylalcohol Nylon +7
_!,_ Paper Glass Dacron* Cotton +5
Cotton Acele Orlon** Brass 0
_. Sealing wax Dacron* Dynel Orlon** -4
_ Chromium
._.. Ebonite Orlon** Velon
Brass Polyethylene Polyethylene Hard rubber -14
Sulfur Teflo_: Rubber -20
PintlnumIndia Rubber
i
Negative Negative Negative
*DuPont polyester fiber
**DuPont acrylic fibers
O0000001-TSF07
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I 3,4 ANTISTATICS
To remove or neutralize electrostatic charges it is necessary to provide a conductive path to a
• medium that can consume the charge. Earth ground and the surrounding atmosphere are the
I two available medLa, Connecting the insulators directly to the ground will only remove those
charges in the immediate area of the connecting point since the insulator is nonconductivc and
1 the charges are localized. Therefore, the insulator's surface must be made conductive or theground point wiped over the surface area if the charge is to be removed, If a grounded sur-
face is used, a charge will be developed when the surfaces are separated. If the surrounding
air is conductive (high moisture content or ionized) the charges will bleed off. Some of the
ways to ionize air are:
• Open flame
• Infrared heaters
,1
,ri
• X-Rays
• Certain wavelengths of ultraviolet light
:'_ • Radioactive sources such as Polonium 210
• Sharp point, charged or uncharged, connected to ground and placed near the object to
I' be destationized
The most importantfactorinremoving electrostaticharge isto preventelectrostaticdis-
_ charge, spark produces light heat, waves, electromagneticfields,
The intense and shock and
any of which can detonateexplosivesand igniteflammable mixtures.
_ There are several methods which can be used to make the surface of insulators conductive
(assuming that consideration of the surface is sufficient since electrostatic charge is primarily
locatedon surfaces). These methods can be broadly classifiedas inducingconductivematerials
and applying a conductive spray or coating,
3.5 THE STREAMER THEO,RY OF THE SPARK (Reference 38 Section 8)
.ii Consider the application of a voltage gradient of E volts per cm across a gap of length d em
parallel plane electrodes in a gas at a pressure of p mm Hg. If the ratio E isbetween sufficient-It
_ ly high,an electronleavingthe cathodewillionizethe gas molecules, and the additionalelectrons
•so formed willbe acceleratedinthe appliedfieldand cause furtherionization.The process is
_ rapidlycumulativeand isappropriatelytermed an electronavalanche. Ina fleldof the magni-
t tude requiredto cause breakdown, theelectronstravelat a speed ofthe order of2 x 107 cm/sec,
while the positiveionsfrom which theelectronshave been detached have a speed of about2 x 105
_ cm/sec. The positiveions may thereforebe considered stationaryin comparison with the more
l
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? rapidly moving electrons, and the avalanche develops across the gap as a cloud of electrons
behind which is left a positive ion space charge, in the manner indicated in (a) on Figure 3-1.
The space charge produced by the electron avalanche produces a distortion of the field in the
gap, as shown in (a) on Figure 3-1. The distortion is greatest in the region of the head of the
" augumentsavalanche where the ion density reaches its highest value. The space-charge field 1. r;b
the externally applied field E and also creams a field in the direction radial to the axis.
Whoa the avalanche has crossed the gap, the electrons are swept into the anode and the positive
?
:i ions remain in a cone-shaped volun,a _xtendiag across the gap, as shown in (b) on Figure 3-1.
The ion density is relatively low except in the region near the anode, and therefore the presence
, of the positive ions does not in itself constitute breakdown of the gap. However, in the gas sur-
rounding the avalanche photo-electrons are produced by photons emitted from the densely ionized
gas constituting the avalanche stem. These electrons initiate auxiliary avalanches which, if
!, the space-charge field developed by the main avalanche is of the order of the external field,
will be directed toward the stem of the main avalanche. The greatest multiplication in these
: auxiliary avalanches will occur along the axis of the main avalanche where the space-charge
!I field supplements the external field. Positive ions left behind by these avalanches effectively
lengthen and intensify the space charge of the main avalanche in the direction of the cathode, and
i streamer, in (c) on Figure 3-1 The streamer
the process develops as a self-propagating shown
proceeds across the gap to form a conducting filament of highly ionized gas between the elec-
trodes. This filament constitutes the initial stage of the spark channel through which the exter-
nal circuit discharges.
When a voltage gradient is applied to the gap in excess of the minimum breakdown value, the
i!'_ space-charge field developed by the avalanche attains a value of the order of the external field
before the avalanche reaches the anode. In this case mid-gap streamers may be expected, and
il are, in fact, observed.
The transition from an electron avalanche into a streamer is considered to occur when the
i radial field Er produced by the positive ions at the head of the avalanche is of the order of the
externally applied field E. Unless this is so, there will be no appreciable enhancement of ioniza-
tion in the region of the avalanche or diversion of subsidiary electron avalanches to the main
li avalanche.
3.6 BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS (Reference 38, Section 8)
i! This paragraph isdesigned toprovide theoreticaland experimental valuesofthe voltagebreak-
down ofair. Itcan be shown thatthisvoltageis a functionof the gap distance,or:
ii V=Cd+B7/--
where V = breakdown voltage
C and B = constants
" d = gap distance
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There have been several expressions derived for the breakdown voltage of air. The following
e_pression is given by Ritz for the variation of breakdown voltage with humidity, gas density,
• and gap length (reference 38, Section 8).
where V = breakdown voltage
ii d _ gap length in em
P : gan density
!; e : ahnolut_ humidity in mm Hg
Breakdown voltagon meauured and calculated by Ititz fo_' gape up to 1 om are listed in Tahl,
:_ 3-fi. 'the breakdown voltage for gape abovi) Iom are given in Tabl_ 3,,6. wlmrt_ they are eom-
pared with tim v_duea giwm by Rovorol lnvoatigator_.
The breakdown w)ltagos gtvon in 'rabies 3-5 and 3.,6 wore moatmrod with ac voltagotq, buLthei.i
valuc_ may be considered to apply equally well to do voltage breakdown. The rosult_ of _ovoral
investigators (references ,i4, 45, aud 46, _h)ction 8) for de breakdown agree with or show no
ii noticeable deviation from the values plotted which were obtain[zd with ae voltages. It may there-
fore be assumed that within the margins of experimental error no difference has yet boon detcet-
il ed between the do and ac breakdown voltages (reference 38, Section 8).
!:
Reference 38, Section 8 provides the results of numerous1 investigations of breakdown voltages
for parallel plates, gaps, sphere gaps, sphere-plane gaps, coaxial cylinders, point-plane gaps_
!i point-point gaps and rod gaps. '
The sphere gap is used internationally as an instrument for the measurement of the peak value
I of ae, de, and impulse voltages, and calibration tables have been issued giving rite breakdown
voltages corresponding to different gap lengths between various sizes of spheres (references 43
' and 47, Section 8). These tables include figm'es for spheres up to 200 cm in diameter and
I voltages up to 2.5 million volts. The breakdown characteristics have therefore been widely
studied by numerous investigators (references 44, 45, 48, 49D 50, and 51_ Section 8) with the
t! result that many more data have been obtained concerning this type of gap than for the uniform -
finld gap between parallel plates. For small _aps between large spheres the breakdo_ charac-
teristies are closely the same as for the uniform field, but with increasing spacing b_tween the
spheres the field loses its uniformity and the breakdown voltage falls below that for the uniform
field. The greater the diameter of the spheres the greater is the gap length to which the spheres
I can be separated before the breakdown vgltage fails below that for the uniform field.
Values for the ac breakdown voltages of a number of gaps in air at 760 mm Hg and 20oc for
i several sizes of spheres are given in Table 3-7.
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1 Tablo 3-5, AC Broakdown Voltages in Uniform Fields in Air at 20°C and760 mm Hg (Absolute Humidity of 10 mm Hg) (Roforenco 38p
SQotlon 8)
'?
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i Table 3-6. AC Breakdown Voltages in Uniform F!eld8 in Air at 24eC and 760 mm fig(Reference 38, Section 8)
Breakdown voltage in kV
i v .L'
Gap Schumann 1 Ritz 2 golzer 3 Brue_ t Sphere gap 5
in cm
...... , • ,,, ,,
1 31,7 31.35 31,66 30.30 31.4
2 59.6 58.7 61.2 57.04 58
i! 3 87.0 85.8 86.94 83,19 85
4 114.4 112.0 i13.4_ 109.0 112
5 140.0 13_. 5 137,8 134,7 137
6 166.2 I{13.8 163.44 160,2 164
i_ 7 191.8 189.9 187.74 185,6 190
i_ 8 216.8 215.4 212.88 211.4 215
9 241.2 240.0 237.78 236,3 240
14 266.0 265.4 263.0 261.4 265
ii 290.4 290.0 288.2 286,6 288
12 .. 315.5 313.2 311, 6 312
i 13 .... 338.1 .. 336
14 .... 363.2 .. 362
15 .... 387.7 . , 388
16 .... 412.6 .. 412
i 1 Reference 40, Section 8
2 Reference 39, Section 8
. 3 Reference 41, Section 8
4 Reference 42, Section 8
5 Reference 43, Section 8
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Table 3-7. A_ Breakdown Voltages (In kv} of Gaps In Air at
20 and 760 nun Hg between Spheres of Different
Diameters (References 48 and 38, Section 8)
Sphere diameter in em
I Gap in cm. 6, 25 12.5 2fi fi0 100 200
J
1 31.9 31,5 31 ......
7
_ 1, 5 45.9 4_. 6 45 ....
:_ e ¢
2 58.2 59.2 59 58 ....
I 2.5 69.6 72.0 72 72 71 ..
3 79.1 85.2 86 85 84 ..
4 94.8 109 llg llg 112 .,
6 .. 129 137 187 187 137
6 ,. 146 161 164 163 163
8 .. 174 205 214 215 215
i_ 10 .... 248 243 266 265
15 .... 314 372 387 389
i1 .... .. 461 51o
25 ...... 582 611 680
_ 00 ...... 591 709 745
_r 35 .... .. 640 797 858
40 ........ 876 365
. 45 ........ 949 1,070
50 .... .... I,010 I,180
' 75 1 240 1 600:'_ oe ee ,_ oo # i
i 100 .......... 1,980
150 .......... 2,350
ii. 8-11
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3.7 DEFINITIONS
The properties and characmristtes of insulators are expressed in terms such as electric break-
: down, dielectric constant, resistivity, etc. Some of these characteristics are summarized In
the following paragraphs to provide a quick reference.
!: 3.7.1 ELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
" Electric breakdown occurs when the applied voltages can no longer be maintained aeros_ the
material in a stable fashion without excessive ttow of current or the physical disruption of the
material (reference 1, Section 8). The factors involved are:
• Thickness • Time
• Spacing • Temperature
• Area • Thermal aging
', • lIomogenelty • Frequency of applied voltage
_ • Shape • Moisture
t! • Conducting attachments • Contamination
These factors must be considered together since each has an effect on the other. There are
I1
, several types of electric breakdowns, and often two or more will occur at the same time. The
types of breakdowns are:
i • Intrinsic
• Thermal
i • Physical-Defect
• Discharge
! The appliedvoltagestressis calledvoltagebreakdown and the gradientis referred toas the
dielectricstrength,breakdown stress, breakdown strength,or electricstrength.
3.7.2 DIE LE CTRIC STRENGTH
i Dielectric strength is the ratio of the dielectric breakdown voltage to the thickness of an insulat-
,S lng material. The dielectric breakdown voltage is the voltage at which electrical breakdown of
a specimen of electrical insulating material between two electrodes occurs under prescribed
il conditions of test of applied, method of electrode(type voltage application, configuration,
thickness of sample, temperature, etc.) (reference 18, Section 8).
i Dielectricstrengthis expressed involtageper unitthickness;I.e.,volts/mil.
!
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There arc throe different methods for applying the test voltage:
'i
• Sl_ort-timo test
,'. • Step_by-stepL_
• Slow-rate-of-rise time
r
ii_, Because each method will yield different results, it Is necessary to know what method is used.
Also, where specimens have a high breakdown voltage, oil is used as the surrounding medium
and the value may not be comparable with values obtained in air,
3.7.3 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
Dielectric constant (permitttvity, ¢' K' K) is defined as the ratio of the paralleled capacitance
_ (Cx) of a given configuration of electrodes with an Insulating material as the dielectric to the
capacitance (Cv) of the same electrode configuration with a vacuum as the dielectric (reference
19, Section 8): Cx
! c' =_--
V
.: h_ most materials the dielectric constant, a dimensionless number, will vary with frequency.
3.7.4.1 Insulation Resistance (1_
!l ,
_' The insulation resistance between two electrodes that are in contact with, or embedded in, a
specimen is the ratio of the direct voltage applied to the electrodes to the total current between
i ' them. It is dependent upon both the volume and surface resistances of the specimen (reference
17, Section 8).
i 3.7.4.2 Volume Resistance (Re)
The volume resistance between two electrodes that are in contact with, or embedded in, a
I specimen is the ratio of the direct voltage applied to the electrodes to that portion of the current
* between them that is distributed through the volume of the specimen (reference 17, Section 8).
it 3.7, 4.3 Surface Resistance (Re)
I!
V
The surface resistance between two electrodes that are on the surface of a specimen is the
: ratio of the direct voltage applied to the e_ectrodes to that portion of the current between them
i! which is primarily in a thin layer of moisture or other semiconducting material that may be
deposited on the surface (reference 17, Section 8).
q
I, 3.7.5 RESISTIVITY
3.7.5.1 Volume Resistivity
!_ Volume resistivity ( Pv ) of a material is the ratio of the potential gradient parallel to the current
in the material to the current density. The volume resistivity is numerically equal to the volume
:f
(,
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resistance in ohms between opposite faces of a 1 vm cube of the material (reference 17,
' Section 8);
i Pv = Rv----Ax
/
where Rv _ volume resistance of material
:_ A -- cross-sectional area ofmaterial
_' x = lengthof material
Volume resistance may be expressed in any convenient terms of ohms and physical cube; I.e.,
ohm-ore, ohm-inches, megohm-inchos, etc.
3.7.5.2 Surface Resistivity
Surface resistivity (Ps) of a material is the ratio of the potential gradient parallel to the current
• alongitssurfacetothecurrentper unitwidthofthesurface.The surfaceresistivityisnumerl-
:i cally equal to the surface resistance between two electrodes forming opposite sides of a square
(reference 17, Section 8):
,i
_i P S = RS X
Y
where Rs = surface resistance
:_ x = distance between electrodes
y = width of material between electrodes
Surface resistivity is expressed in ohms (reference 52, Section 8).
!, 3.7.6 ARC RESISTANCE
Are resistanceisthetimerequiredforan arc totrackor toestablisha conductivepath(another
term sometimesusedtodeEoribeelectricalbreakdowncharacteristicsofinsulatorswhen an
electric discharge or arc is formed)(reference 1, Section 8). Arc resistance is expressed in
seconds.
3.7.7 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION (Reference 1, Section 8)
An insulating material (dielectric) can be represented by a combination of lumped resistance
i and capacitance in several ways, such as the following:
A B C
_mmmmmn
_t C Rp
R-052
I
A =. schematic representation of an insulating material (dielectric)
B = equivalent series circuit
C -- equivalent parallel circuit
C = capacitance, R = resistance, and the subscripts P and S refer to parallel and series,
respectively. The more complex (and realistic) relationship (A) can be simplified to the oquiva-
: lentcircuitsshown in B and C. Ifvoltageis suddenlyappliedtothe seriescircuit,a current
willflow (limitby the resistance)tocharge the capacitance;as voltage(charge)buildsup acrnss
_ the capacitance, the current will decrease, The "BETTER" the dielectric the lower the serlus
! resistance. In theparallelrepresentation)in contrast,the highertheparallelresistancethe
; less current isbypassed or "leaked."
Some circuitsused to detcrmlne the electricalcharactorlstlcsofinsulatingmaterialsactually
measure the seriesease. IIowever,the parallelrepresentationis most commonly used, per-
:i haps because inthiscase a "good" dielectricisrepresentedby a highparallelresistance.
3.7.8 ALTERNATING VOLTAGE FACTORS (Referon{:et, Section8)
i! When an alternating voltage is applied to a "perfect" dielectric, a current will flow. The cut'rent
will be displaced in time so that it is 90° out of phase with the voltage. Since no insulating
ii material is perfect, the current actually leads the voltage by something less than 90 °, as shown
_ in Figure 3-2. The smaller the angle _, the better the dielectric. Figure 3-3 shows the vector
diagram of the current in a parallel representation of a dielectric.
: / ,,-"\ , I
• I-I x _. / l" --.o
" 'i \ ', I i TIME
_ ' i '_J- '
E = voltageinvolts
It I = currentin amperes
lie
e = phase angle
I _} = loss angle
I
Figure 3-2. Temporal Relationshipto Current to Voltagein an ImperfectDielectric
(Reference1, Section8)
• |
?
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e
,! E = voltage in volts
I _: total current in amperes
Ic = capacitive component of current
i! IRp = resistive (loss)component of current
_) _ phase angle (power factor angle)
! _ = loss angle (phase defect angle)
!1 f = frequency of applied voltage
C -- parallel capacitance in farads
• p
ii R = parallel resistance in ohms
:I p
il Figure 3-3. Vector Diagram of the Current in a Palallel Representation
_ \ of a Dielectric (Reference i t Section 8)
_ The 'tquality" of the dielectric can be expressed by the ratio of the resistive to the capacitive
i! component of the current as shown in Equation 3-1_ where tan_) -- cot 8 - cos g
I tan S-IRp/Ic = dissipation factor(Equation3-1)
for small values. Cos _ is the power factor_ which is often referred to instead of the more
_i appropriate dissipation factor.i; •
The power loss in the dielectric can be expressed as shown in Equation 3-2.
i1 watts loss = 2_f C tanBE 2
P
_ (Equation 3-2)
ii
l,
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i Different materials with the same dimensions may exhibit different values of capacitance. The
/ relative dielectric constant (permittivity) is defined by Equation 3-3:
- Cp/Ci_ £ l=,! V
(Equation 3-3)
!lii where Cp = parallel capacitance of the material and Cv = capacitance of a dimension_ly
equivalent vacuum. Using these factors it is possible to write the following dimensionless
expression which is proportional to the total watts loss of Equation 3-2:
watts loss = c_tan B = c" = relative loss index
i_ (! ,' is also known as the "loss factor"). The watts loss can also be shown to be proportional tor_
i: the reciprocal of the parallel reslsmnce (the ac conductance) which is, however, dependent upon
the dimensions of the material.
ii In a more- sophisticated approach it is usual to use complex quantities in handling periodic
phenomena such as alternating voltage. In this case the factor j = "_'represcnts an imaginary
I component J" (the axis vector diagram shown in Figure
oriented in the ,! + axis vertical of the
3-3). It is then possible to combine dielectric constant and loss index to give a complex dielec-
I tric constant, c = ¢1 _j c. of which the dielectric constant, c', is the real part and the
|
loss index, _", is the imaginary part.
• ,_ In considering the influence of alternating voltage on insulating materials such as plastics, it
is important to recognize that all of the conductance observed need not come from the migration '
of charge carriers in the material. An insulating material may contain bound charges or, under
I the influence of electrical stress, develop additional bound charges of various types which will
be displaced to a limited extent by the action of the electric field. Such displacement constitutes
i an energy-consuming process which is dependent upon factors such as temperature and thefrequency of the applied voltage. The e polariza ion losses are measured as conductance.
3.7.9 ELECTRIC CHARGE1 The electric charge q may be defined as an accumulation of an excess or deficit of electrons
on an insulating (or insulated) body. The unit of the carge is normally referred to as coulomb.
3.7.10 FORCE BETWEEN CHARGES
i Coulomb found that the force between two charges is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between them. This can be expressed in the inks (meter, kilogram, second) system as:
• )it 4rr(o r2
II '
:. ,,..
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i where: q and q' = point charges
r = the distance between q and q '1
n_=_"o = an arbitrary constant determined by the choice of unit system
ii, ¢o = ia called the permittivity of free space and is equal to 8.85 x l0 "12
fared/m in the mk_ System,
_: r _ a unit vector along r
_ F = the force on the charge of q' coulombs due to the charge q
il The unit of charge in the mks system is called one coulomb.
3.7.11 ELECTROSTATIC UNITS (ESU) SYSTEM
:i In tills system Coulomb's Law takes the form:
g
!I This unit of charge is called one statcoulomb and it is that charge which repels an _u_i charge
of the same sign with a force of one dyne when the charges are separated by one ceI_timeter:
_ 1 coulomb _ 3 x 109 stateoulombs
3, 7.12 ELECTRIC FIELD
!! An electric field E is defined as any region in which there would be a force upon a charge
brought into the region and is expressed as:
i E= F
where E and F are vectors the electric field vector at a point is referred to as the electric
i ntensity (electric field strength, electric field intensity, field intensity) at that point.
3.7.13 CAPACITANCE
i" The capacitance C of a capacitor is defined as the ratio of the charge q on ,either plate to the
potential difference V between the plates:
_ c=q V
3.7.14 ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY
i The energy stored in a capacitor can be expressed as:
w = 1/2 cv 21
• - where: W = the energy in Joules
C = the capacitanceT_
' 3-18
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} SECTION4
MATERIALCHARACTERISTICS
i 4.1 GENERAL
The theoretical properties and _haracteri_tics of the material5 affecting electrostatics wore
i discussed in Section 3 of thi_ report. Thin section pre_ents the electrical, chemical, me_han_
ioalt and physk, al properties nnd characteristics pertinent to the components of the XM 15/XM la5
:i and E8 eluster_.
?
; Tables 4-1 through 4-13 contain material characteristic Information for the h_llowing comp, mcnts
of the XMIS/XML65 and E8 clusters:
i t XM IS/XM 165 Cluster
m Table .t-l. DI,14-_3-1905, Canister Cluster, Chemical Agent XMt5
| Table 4-_. DL14-23-1887, Adapter, Canister Cluster Assembly XM,13
m Table 4-3. DL14-23-1926, Fuze t Mechanical Time, XM721r¢ .
r!l m Table 4-4. DL14-23-1869t Canister Assembly, Erratic Dispersion, XM16
• Table 4-5. DL14-23-1963, Packing Instruction for XM165 Conister Cluster Assembly
,1
• Table 4-6. DL14-'_3-1886, Canister Cluster Assembly, Chemical Agent XM$65
_, • Table 4-7. DL14-23-1945, Bolt, Explosive, XM1
• E8 Cluster
= • Table 4-8. E146-1-149, Launcher and Cartridge Chemical Agent, TAC CS,
,,_ Portable, E8 Assembly
t • Table 4-9. E146-1-154, Launcher Tube, Fuze and Case Assembly
• Table 4-10. DL146-1-49, Cartridge 35ram Riot Control, CS E23 "A" (also
serves as DL146-1-50, 51 and 52)
l, • Table 4-11. DL146-1-97, Manual Activator Assembly
! m Table 4-$2. DL146-1-117, Launching Platform Assembly
!
m Table 4-13. DL146-1-'_5, ' Harness Assembly
I These tables are intended to serve as a centralized source of easily-extractable informationfor electrostatic evaluation and analysis. For the convenience of the user, the tables, which
I
t
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contain the items listed on the Subject Master Document List (DL), were arranged to be
entirely compatible with the drawing system. Detailed information ls presented in the tables
as follows:
• Line Number ..This h_adingreferstothe individualineitem number which corre.-
spends to and is listed on the master material list; for example, Line No, t on
Table 4.-1 rofols to Item No, 1 of LMI4-23-190:-o The dash numbers, such as 2-1
on Table 4..2, refer to the item numbers on the next lower dra_4ng; for example,
i item _ refers to Cl4_3-t904 and -1 is the first item on CH.-23-19o4.
'l
a D0scriptlon - This column/heading lfl utilized to deacrll)(_ the lt_)m number as It
appoars on tim drawings,
• _oification - This column is used as reference to either a pertim_nt specification
or the Sl_cific drawing number of the item as indicated in the material listing
1 referredto influ)two precedingcolumns.
• Material - This column describesthe materialas to elthcrtype, sizo.,particlesize,
ii grade, density or whatever is deemed the most appropriate.
_
• Surface Resistivity - The surface resistivity of a material is the, ratio of the lmtential
i! gradient parallel to the current along its surface to the current per unit width of lhe
' surface,expressed inohms on these tables. (ReferenceSection3 foradditional
information. )
• Volume ltesisttvtt_ = The volume resistivity of a material Is the ratio of the potentia!
gradient parallel to the current in the material to the current density, expressed in
i ohm - cm on these tables. (Reference Section 3 for additional information.)l
• Dielectric Constant - The (relative) dielectric constant of a material is defined as
i the ratio of the capacitance of a given configuration of electrodes with the dielectric
: material filling the void between the electrodes to the capacitance of the same
(i electrode configuration with the void left enpty. Some of the reference nmterials
_s did not identify the test method employed, and in some cases the value was givenif
only at one or two frequencies. Dielectric constants vary with frequency, but it is
ii not feasible to include the total frequency range in this type of table. Therefore,
_t only representative values (mostly at 60 Hz) were selected for the tables. (Reference
Section 3 for additional information. )
i! • Dielectric Strength - The dielectric strength is the ratio of the dielectric breakdown
=_ voltage to the thickness of an insulating material, expressed in volts/mil on the :
:_ tables. (Reference Section 3 for additional information.)
O0000001-TSG11
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/ • Water Absorption - Water abt_orptton is the ratio of the weight of water absorbed
by a material to the weight of the dry material (reference 20, Section 8}, The water
absorption is expret_sed in percentage. Because of the nonporosity/nonabsorbte
' characteristics of ferrous materials the water absorption is baMcally non-existent
and can be identified only a_ surface reaction.
:: • Temperature Coefficient of RoMstanee - The temperature coefficient o! reniotanco
lfl the reMntaneo change per degree centigrade change,
• Trihooloetrie _Ort_f¢Number '.- The trib_mloetric _erio_ term _temn from tribe-
electricity which in a vhargo of electricity generated by fri.tion (tribe meaning friction);
' columns Ip II and Ill under thin head refer to nerio_ I, sorio_ II, and _orie_ Ill in
Table _-8 of thin roll, ft, The numbers in the column refer to the name number in
Table a-a, (Iteforeneo _ootlon 3 for addltlomd lniormation.)
• Electrical Energy for Ignition - Lloctrlcal energy for ignition in tim energy, measured
in joules, that iH required to ignite it pyrotechnic ml.xturo.
!
• Are Res,istaneo - 'rht_ are resistance is the time required for an arc to track or to
establish a conductive path. Are resistance is expressed in seconds. (Reference
. Section 3 for additionM information. )
i! • Reference - The numbers in this column refer to the references from which the
information was obtained. The complete reference list is contained in Section 8.
: 4.3 INSULATING MATERIALS/PLASTICS
, Plastics, the synthetic materials that arc processed by molding or forming them to final
i! shape, are the Insulating materlMs most commonly utilized in the fabrication of the XM15/
XM165 and E8 clusters. Chemically, plastics are composed of cbatnlike molecules of high
:_ molecular weight, called polymers.
There are about 40 basic families of plastics which are divided into two classes, thermo-
, plastics and thermosets.
Thermoplastics are materials having a linear macromolecular structure that will repeatedly
soften when heated and harden when cooled. Typical of the thermoplastics family are thestyrene polymers and copolymers, acrylics, cellulosics, polyethylenes, vinyls, nylons,
1 and various fluorocarbon materials. !| Thermosets are matertais that wilt mdergo or have undergone a chemical reaction by the =
I
action of heat, catalysts, ultra-violet light, etc., leading to a relatively infusible and cross-
linked state. Typical of the plastics in the thermosetting family are the epoxies, glyptals,
melamines_ ureaformaldehyde resins, and phenoltes.
•! 4-3
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1 The resistivity of plastics as compared to rubber, mica, glass and porcelain is shown inFigure 4-1; Figure 4-2 compares the resistlvities of several plastics, The dielectric strength
of plastics as compared to rubber, mica, glass and poree]ain is show_ in Figure 4-3; Figure
I 4-4 compares the dielectric strength of several plastics.
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Figure 4-1. Resistivity of Plastics, Porcelain, Glass, Mica, and Rubber
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Figure 4-3. Dielectric Strength of Rubber, Mica, Glass, Porcelain, and Plastics
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I Figure 4-4. Dielectric Strength of Some Plastics
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...... .. ....... . ].t_ ..
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l- t.') [gnltlon (Jl+0-6-0 ...................
PompOllllon
..... Ireonlum, O_de (1 40z10 "o ............ - - _: ....
...... Mu,),,xlenum Trioxide, - ...............
Powdered
Re_ent Gnlde (MoO_)
...... Chron|e Oxide 8esqui, .... ' ..........
Powdered, llelllPml
Grade (CR203)
.... P++tl_IAdooSol, l_eMtured ................
/Udmydrmm
3 Canlmr ct4-sa-ze?s .................
bolde_
,., .. ,,, , ,
2-1 Canllte_ C14-_-187S _hlminum ll00r or -- _,S_x/0 "_ _ -- 0 0.00446 8 tl
Aluminum 1100 Temp. 0
2-2 C_P'j_o C143-14-10 CB-Pyro MLl_ulre ..............
MI.xtum
-- -- MIL-M-IIJlIII _qltll_liu_ Clllq_ OR. B ........ +re .e ,.-. --
+ -- MIL-C-$Z0_O P/_, (_mtmd _ .... . ..........
-- MIL-P-160 9otlulelum Cl_or_ ' . ............ ::
Clue _, Grade B
-- -- _r _lgflon ............
-- -- MIL-N444 N_ Or_le D ...............
-- O-A-.SI AolP41_ ..............
a Mar|lzm=Ink or ?l&q/M ...............
I_1 Mt_ ORI00I "'
Ink
L
+!.
i
00000002-TSC02
;3-1869, Canister A,_uen_bly E]'ratie ])[,_perslon, XMII; FOt.DOUTFRAMF _, R-052
I'I':MPI';IIA'I'IIItF: TItlBO_I,KCI"IUC £LEC'IIUCAI,
I.)IELI:CTIHC WA'I Ell ('lll'.'Fl"ll'lli:l_rl' 8V.III£R NIIMBI';II RNI_RIW FO(ll ARC RKFRR-
L,RCTRIC' fiTIIE._IITIt AHI_'II¢IYI'IOtw 3F' 1I_;81H'I'IVITV IGNITIONR REBIISTANCE _NCV, REMARKfl
_I_;TAhT I (VOI.TA/MII,) (PEIICENTI PKI¢ o(. I Ii iii- "_ (JOULEI_) (I_ECONID_
.... (I O,0044fi H II H .... It2 --
k 1.0_ 1t7. 750 0,01 ................
.... 0 I), 00446 H ll It .... i t 9 --
.................... -- holwnt (CII_I)O(_ttU)
.................... Mwl¢ from p(,tasalum or smtlum nllrlt_, ehareoal,
mflfur.
"'_'-'_ _ Ennl]y aecumulame at4tle eharlio wh(,n dry,
Explomlw,
.................... F_I (Z) (EX,pJu.lw_ Powdor/Prlmor)
-- OxJd_t (Moo a)
................ Oxide (CB303) When bested suddenly drlcompoees
at 330Oc
................... 8olvent (C3(.II_oH)
.... 0 0.00446 8 11 8 .... 1.3 --
...... _ .. ........ -- Red_m_,_ MatcHed ¢C..14__Ou)
-- (]lddlmt (KCLO3) BemdU_e to shoek ¢¢ beet.
*- 1 NO lOto 14% (10,1l_ _ 1_._/_- 1)top*s) (13,_',( to 15.5%)
............ u_d for explos/ves.) Easily so0umulms static
chaises when dry. Extremely sensitive to shock
s_l tr/ct/o_, _xplosive.
-, ,,,
...... .. " ..... 0.000_ -" 33 8olvent (CHACO CXa) , FlUh Pokt (Open CUp) 18°F
o
i
it:
_*,i I
Table 4-4 4-U
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FOLDOUTFRAMEZ Table 4-5. DL14-23-19G3, Packing Instruction for XM165 CanistcJ. C]
' ^,,_,,,l,',',unt_ ,.UV.m_'IIVlTY il
r - -
[';MP I':IIAl IIII': TIllIIIH';I,EC'I+IIIC
I)IEI,F:I!TIIIC WKI I.;II ('|IF:FFICIKHT flEIIII;HNIJMIIEI(
%E I_UIIFACF, YOLUM F, DW, LECTlilC tt'l It I,:/_IVlll
DI!_I_ItlPTION IlOI_CIFICATION MATb'IIIAk fl Ef_IttTIVIT¥ IIt_BI_TIVIT¥ CONWI'*, hT ( VIH .I+_/MILI (PFIICEhTI u(,
1 Nlltlt Comenl )'F-N.|01i RteOj .. l_lllll -ll .... II (1, Ill)_) It _ --
Coaled, Type 11,
_tyh,4
2-I Panel Aanembly, - .....................
lqd.
i]+ it
C8 36, tillAt
Type I, GR. 3 or
4, Grm_p II, t'_i
_landardlnl, wltl
Ext. (flue
2-1-2 Lumber MIL 8TD 731, t<uml_r, Wood ................. 11
Gh I, II, Ill
_-1-3 Nail, 4 D+ PF-N-105, Type I1, Rteel -- l_.xlll -(z" .... A ILll0fi tl 22 --
Cement I'tmf_t lltyln 4
J
]'---YO_I_I'VIII_V,, _rT-W -f,'] _ -- l'.mp, -...................
(wood) A - P,.nta I'hlor_ Phemd
It - Cop|mr Nal)lh_nate
C - ('r,pper [_llplh_,nale (lllg h
f'OnC. )
I) - ('Olqmr-R_,_d)iollnolale
B-2 Panel haaemhly, .......................
Bottom
g-_l-t humt_r MIL 8TD "/81 wood ................ II
(tmup |+ If, III
2-2-2 Nail, Cement FF-N-IOG, *ryl_ I], 8reel -- l_lll "6 .... 0 0.f,05 8 2= -- I
Coatnd, IOD 81yle 4 I2-2-8 Premervatlve TT-W-S72 _reeervatlve ...................
.............. L ......... _..
_!-,,8 _ Allmmbly ..... F ...............
_.nd
,I-3-1 Plywood 1/4 title, NN-P-6$0 lPlylt*_xI ............... 11
Cfl 36. Oz_up A,
Type I, Grade 8
or 4. G1rotlp II,
PIll, 8td, Int.
with Ext. GlUe
2-_-2 t.ua_btr MIL STD _31 Wood .................
TYPe I, It, III
_,-_-_ IN=It, ID, Cement FF-N0=-8 8reel -- I_I0 "_ .... 0 0.005 8 22 -- I
Coaled, Type II, I
_'yle 4 .........
3..3-4 Preeervatlve TT-W-87_! PrexrvlUve ................ I
I
3-4 Poael Aoaembly, ....................
Tap
s-_-x m_,,moas/s u, FsN.P.aaO myw.oa ............... ss
Grip A, Cll 86,
Type I. Grade3
or 4, Gl_up B,
P8 X8td. Int.
with _zt. Glue
2-4-2 Lumber MIL 8TD '/31 Wood ................ II
Z-4-3 Nldl, 4D, Cemeat FF-N-108 81eel -- 12XI0 "6 .... 0 0.005 8 22 --
Coated Type It,Style 4
9-4-4 Prelervallve, TT*W-6?2 Pruervetlve ........ , , , - .........
3 thz_ e Pad, Ctmhlon_ MIL-C-7769 cmlhlonlzZ8 Matertal. Hllr, ..................
Type IV Fiber or 8yn, Fiber and Binder
glastomerlo Material. Ha
Preteln or fi_lroh
,, .. , , ,.,
7 81eeve PPP-F-_I20 ]Fll_rbonrd, Corrui(ated, Type ............ 10 ....
C), CL Weather Resistant,
Varlely I_V, Grade V3C
8 Cap Am_mbly, - .....................
End
B-I Plberlxmrd PPP-P-32o Corrt_(atad0 Type CP, Class ............ I0 ....
Weathe.. l_eslsbmt. Varlety 8W
.... Grv.ac
8-2 Metal Paat_ner, ...................
Commercial
Ty_
IBI • iiii ,,
O0000002-TsC04
.......... 11 .... 1,£ ¢;_n_ral ela,,d[ie.tlon, raise - mototuro oo.{/mt 12-,lgq,:
•.- 0 0,005 8 3= ...... 1,2 M,P. 1300 - 1475°(_
.................. Comp, A q:T-W-670, Comp, B-C-D AWPA 8td, P,B
water rel_imnt , woo_ l,ore_rvaUve - pentemhloropnonol
........ 11 .... I, 2 Olu_ H20 proof, type I - exterior H20 proof (Or. A)
.............. t,2 General ¢lasslfieatiou, ranp-molaure content 12-I_
-- 0 0.005 _ 8 {{3 ...... 1,3 M.P. 1300 - 1475°C
................. Comp. A TT-W-5?0. Comp. B-C-D AWPA 8td. P8
W&t_r re.e|lent, wood oreservaUv_ - t_ntaohJm'ot_nnl
.......... tl -- -- 1, £ Glne lllO proof, type 1 - exterior H20 proof (Or. A)
p
.......... 11 .... 1,2 General elaaslfieatiou, range-moisture eonteat 13-1ffi{
-- 0 0.005 8 2 '_ ..... 1,2 M.P. 1800- 1476°C
Comp. A TT-W-6?0. Comp. B-C-D AWPA Std. P8
................ *- Hair req_],¢oi not leaa thtm 0 .so nor mnr_= th_n O. T_;
DDT, (Dlehloro-Dtpknny|. 'Prlehloroethane)
...... L0 ........ 1,3 81ogle wall, thickness - eorrugat_nll medium 0,010"
thickness - outer facing 0,023"
{'............
...... 10 ........ l, 2 8/nlwle will, thickness - eorrug.tlng medium 0.010"
thickness - outer facing 0. 023"
.. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ._
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00000002-TSC05
FOI.DOUTFRAME[ 'Fable 4-5. DL14-23-1963, Pacldng Instruction for XM165 Canister Ch
EMIq",Ii"VII'I¢I', I'I¢IIP. D:I.I'.( lllll ;, ;
LINE t)I_:I,F.I'II(I{' 51141 ._a,lll AIl_llilalll)% :ll III:NI,_IIVIIY
NO, D_;I_('II|PTION BpgciFII'ATION MAI't:IIIAI. iil:sisIIVrl_ ItF:SIStlVIiY ('I)NWIA_I (V_II I_.MII,I IPt;Itt f;:cli m
( I Ill %1,%1 I I)ll _Ili_('MI |J;*:l( ell ' I'_ II III I ;!
] I
3 [lag, Flllrrler MII,-II-IV/ Tt'pn I, C|IIRI _::t _'1# I. t (l|fl -- _,:l lill II/ '_" Thh'k II Oi5 -- 21 19 --
Oilaque , Palyethyl_ne .tl.I - ,i?n (_,i IIr, [
Immersion) -- -- - !/
lntorlor Bomber|e, Vat|ely F,W, (;rade
3?5, Fiberboard, Fah.
il flupport Top -*
11-1, Plantlc Fnum MlL-P-fl0al3 Foam l_nnily 2 Pf'F,
3,3,4 Clash I P_lyntyrens, Foam '_ "tl;l:'k
.... -! .............. I-- tT
11-5 Adhcnlvt _ MMh,-A-S60 t'|_qn 3, W&|er llf_nl#t.tll
13 _' Filler PPP-f'-33n F|herhoard, 'l_yp_ CI", ('|alfll
I_mwntic, VarlHy HW0 (;rllde
_?._ MatertaJ
14-1, Pin.tie l.',mm MH._P.(I0;II_I I"OI_IH l)_nnl_¢ _ l_{'l ' l0 | ; ; _,4 - 2,,IDA I/l_" th|,k qL03-O,II:, -,.. _! Ht ,.-
3_ Clann I I_ly_r_n¢ m)Ilz I;u. - ?0./ |_.,l|It,Imm_rNlon)
14_4 Ink, fltsnefl TT-I-55t) ('olaf ltlaek ....... __ ....... ":" ............ *°' _..i "" . "" . "f .....
'14-5 Adhenvls (_IannMMM'3"3603 .. _ ,. _ - -- ,
13 Puppert,FWD ....
blldo
*I_-T:', Plastic Foam MII,-P-G031S Foam Dlnlity 9 P£'F, .. 1016 '_.45 - 3,05 I/'P' thlvk l), ()3-0, 0fJ -- 3l 19 --Class 1 Polystyrene uollz 5(),:) - 700 (34 llr. tmme -
slon)
16-3 /UOzenlve MMMoA-360 ................ :" 9 I
Class 2
t6 _, _ ...................... I
l
Side I
16-1, Pllmtie Foam MIL-PiO3L_ Foam DenaitS: 3 I_F -- 1016 3.45 - 3.65 1/$" thick 0.03 - 0.05 -- 31 19 --
3 CI_I I _lya_r_e 60 Hz 500 - ?00 (_ Hr,
lmmeraLon)
16-3 Adheavie MMM-A-_60 ................ 9
Class 3
17 8uppoz't, Aft ...................
1T:1, plalUc Foam MIL-P-_0313 Foam Denait7 2 PCF -- 10 Ic S,45 - 3.65 I/0" thick 0.03 - 0,05 -- 21 19 --
1,3, Clash t Polystyrene 00 Ha 5-)0 - ?rr_ (34 Ha'.
Immerat_)
IT-4 AdJmavle MMM-A-360 .................. 9
Class 3
18 Backing. Elld, PPP-F.-320 F[l_rboard, Type 8F, Grade ............ 10 -- .-
Support and Class Optton_i
IS Ba_h___culh- PPP-F-SS0 Fiberboard, Type 8F, tirade ........... 10 ....
class optlo_l
!
I_xl0 "623 Nail, 8D FF-N-I0$ 8ti_l, Cem_ Coated .. .... 0 0.005 0 33 --
_pe IS, _3,1e 4
_asic_t, MIL-_34_ Unit Size 16 ..................
35 Tape MIL-T-31595 Prazlure seasittve ..................
Type If Adl_aive, Paper
_6 _ral_p_, VI_! ¢_T81, Type I, 8teal, Z[Izc Co&ted -- l_xlO "G .... 0 0,005 8 22 -_
CLB, GB Opt Galvaldled
S? _, 8timefl 1_r-1-563 Color. Black ..................
, ,,,,, .......
38-29 Ban, Plastic L-P-3?6, Type l Plastic, Normal Polyethylene 1010 -- 3.3 60 "Is 1/_" thh'k 0.015 -- 21 10 --
400 - 4?0 (24 lit,
tmmere|on)
30 Tape PPP-T-?6 Procure Sensitive .................
Adhetive, P_per
ill i i iiii mll
°--o,- t, ,:ep
............ t_ ,___ ": "''_............. _. , ' '!' %./ _ • ,.....................
00000002-TSC06
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.... -+--: .............. : +_+;+...................+ .... ....... .. :"i
- - . ...... +.......... _+_+ + .............. # +"_'+,_'+ ....... _)....................... ._ ....... -i#__, _m. ': . Ill inlllllllli I
" _'I _+:,+_ .... e_ r TL% "# ; +_11+ " + ........ + ,+ + , ]+ "i .,++" + ..... ................... _ i" .
......... + ° + +..... + °7 .....< :................... _ +,i--_---+_ ......
00000002-TSC07
FOI,OO[IT FRAME Z Table 4-6. DL14-23-1886. Canister Cluster Assembly Chem
IKMPLIIA TI;ItI': 'I'IilHO f:l,
DIF:I.F:CTHIC WA'JF:li t'I)P;FFI('I E' "r NKIqKfl hKURFACF; VO_UMg
_? Ill'leP;NtITII ^H_illlrl'ltJr' I)F Ill';Slf'Tl' TY
i DImL£CTIIIC
. D_ICB[PT[ON il]PRCIFICATION M^T_:HIAI+ RKSIflTIVIT¥ RgmSTIVII'Y CONSTAhT
( I)ll_'.ltl* (OIIMH-CM) ( VOI.T_/MII. (P£l¢{'_/s'l'l PRli ' _
. • , z : , ill .... I _
) Clip, _fety MIL-A-I0_a Phosphor nmnze -- 4,Care 4 .... o . ooxt5 6 ! _|
, . , ,.
Almmbl¥,
XMtP
8
Clm_r
4 C_s_r ..................
Clga_r,
clzmnt_d_z_
XM15
- ...... , ,, _ ,
no., _oalv, ..................
_t
0 I_nt_utt, rlo- _h.lla_/n or _Jumlnum 6(ml, Tn _ II,nanxx0 "6 .... 6 _,0o446 "_' tl
ClMtor QQ.,A,,aO0/_
Hell®_r
I,'6- l"mrmofit Tuk. ................
I-I NO, RNF-100-
o/o 'rypo t
f-O- Comr_J Cable ..................
$.4 PlWh SzIteo
DNC
f _,.e O_d, Cormeet.............. ,. ..
f_-O llmv,, flZzleld ..................
7-8-_ Me Iq_q[ PoD I ..........
,,, , ,[ , , , _,,
_-e-s _q _so'oaae m_.-w.t_e_'_" copperwtre,sq__nue-'_ -- _,_s4xx:o"e .... o o.oos_ e _t
19 f_raml Wire (QQ-W-4T3)
f.qb@ BII_II_ Corn- MIL-I-le$_q I_md_lag Composed t -- I0 la ?.6, 33°C 3?5 1.0 Mu ....WumZ 7Ylm C g!e_rtet_ Imbeddlall ...... eo cz_ t
f-4-10 6oldsr, 8N 80 QQ-8-STI 8_lder, SN e0 WRAP .............
WRAP
"_ ' t _-;, Mm_- ''1 mL-p-tees4 Metal _otl, _tve _ -- t.t_mz_o _s .... o o_oo4_ --
flOSl/_, XMII_6 Type II, Aluminum
• " ,, Cl_e A,a7 ,, _-.
t0 Clamp Am*'y ...............
i_ 10-1 Zi_el 8trip _8 _ 8t_p, 1/3 H, No. 3 _ Ui_10"6' -- -- 0 0. 006 $.' Temper, 1006 - t020
10-3 Rivet M830t37-406 CaHwe 8reel, Cadmhun 1_-t_1 -- Ulal0 "e _ -- 0 0.006 . 8
_ I , _[ Dimpled Rivet Style I, Size 6. Corr. Re. 9tam
"_ " Hole Clus B, Type Ill
ooo ,,
' !0,,,4 WeLd_u , -- --, ,- UL_tO"6 .... 0 0._5
I1 Chimp, f_tte_y ................
ll-I 8reel 8trip QQ-8-GH 8_ee[ 8[rip, 1/2 H, No. 3 --. l_xlO "6 .... 0 O.005 8
'lL_m_t,,. 1006. IQ_Q ,, ......
• 11-2 Weld _ ..... l_tlO "6 .... 0 0.00O 8
I 11,4 _ak, 8Ze_fl TT-t,.868 Color, Black .............- i' : " ' _ Wiling Harneee .................
_'o_ 13-1-2 In_ulstfon TubU_ .................
7 i m_meevt_|_ o 13-3-4 Plulh I_rlee .................
" BNC CoaXial
CoMe
i- '1_ 13.,_1 8TA-KON ...........
"-" * " Terml_ ....! ,,,,,, , ,
,i I_I-V..O Reeelpt_de, - ..............Cd_e _nnect-
_l_s Plu_, quick
connect
I _.... ,,, ,,, _,,, , ,, , , ,, , ,,,,_ la-9 Grommet MIL-43-Ie491 Metallic No. O, Type 1, Class "- 1.620x104 .... 0 0.00446 ' 8 It
L §, AI_
_o IIII II III III I
00000002-TSC08
• S•23-1886. Canister Cluster Assembly, chemical Agent XM165 FOL.DOUTFRAMP-' R-o.q2
IF;MPglIATIqII.: TIIItIItI.;I,F:VTIIIt' gLKC II|tCA1,
• DIEI.F;I:TIIII_ WA'I l:lt ('(H':I'YOI'II,:NT I_l.*lllt:l( NIIMBI,;II. F;HEIIIIY Felt ARI2 Illl£R-
ry DIELKCTIIII2 i Itl'IIFtlIITII ^[i_(H(t_'ll°_ ill" IIF;flI_TIVITY IIINITIONI_ IIEtlITANCg Rt;k, AIIK_
q) CUNtITAhT I ( VIH.'I'K/MII.I (Pgltl'g_,'l'l PElt uC EHCg
I II III (JQIIIA_II) (IIliICONDli)
M.P, 11146 _ .......
.... ,) 0,00145 0 ;11 14 .... 1,2 C_olllllo. D, 0,0;l_" Thick, _-B-?BO TamperJ
.................... _ lll_- t4-_-tell7
.... 0 0,00440 fl It _ .... t,8 M,P, fl_ o_
J,
,,, ,,, ,, ,,,
6 .... 0 0.00383 8 II"' 14 -- -- l,l ..
7, 0, 13°C _,_ 1,0 Max ............. Type C - 1"Aormal m_ m,o_k ib_am_t, t_ 130°c for
, , t:mt dr_-_-'_:_-:4am .*=__*_: 9_qut2 _tn _ tt .q m_
................. _ 6091,, Pfl 40%
.... 0 O_OOt4e ......... 1,_ .. "
t,+
O0000002-TSCIO
C:mint_:r clunt(;r Asnembly, ¢_hemieal Agent XM165(_'-nt'd) FOLDOLIT I+'RAMF _ 1_-o5_
I TP-MPP+IIATIIII_ THII_O_hI_TI]I_ £1.+ICC+IilIcA!,
DIEI+KCTIUC WATP, II £.(}KFTII_IP, ITP liHlil NIIMd£1I KN_IIIIy PQR ARC IIKPRII. +
IghECTBIC ITRp.PIGTN ^l+mBPTIOm 'oF Ilgml+TIVlTY IfiNITIQNfl BIP.BIIITAflCR gNCg _gMkflK_l
_NI_TAhT (VOhTS/MIh (i+_llCgNTt I+Kll °C + - _ Iii lJ°Ul+gli) |leKl_NDll
.... 0 0, 0P303 a _ l 14 .... I, _1
.... q
.... o .......... .. egh pl_40+
.... iii
" -................ A.
.... i ++..................
+ II
Im l,+ .m m +m ++ m. m _ m mm
.... . 0, ** 0,00448 O It O .... fez M,F, deo°e
.... 0 0,00_ 8 l +t ..... l,I M,P, llioo ,+ 14700¢
._ .......... t L
.... 0 0,005 8 I+ ..... 1+1 M,I )+ IP00- 1+20°(+
_ 0 0°008 ............
_.;8 0 _ a4 HI', IImO _ -= N'8 ..... X,I N is _01rmoplutLo
P+C, I/n_Irsl_ C-[_
;+" flu . + N_0++-sz,0
C,,'t U '/Oup,
RIt
-- 0 0,008 8 Zl ..... 1,I M,P, 1_00 - X4?_°C
-- -- 0 0,008 8 33 ..... l,_ M.P, 1304) - 14?e,°C
.... o o.oo+ e z,,, ...... t,+,' M,P.t:_oo,z+_'+°_:-
0,8 - _.0
+ '/0°¥, _t nH
• i ......
',Z +,,
I
+M .... ,ii i,i
.... 0 0,00440 8 11 8 -- _ !,,2 M,P. 880°(:
".. -- *- 0 0,00_ 8 gl .... X_3 M,P. 1300 o t478°C
.................... ;'rt._, mrJ 0_+ to.m)
J color. _e_m
.................... Loold.IIlomw_O_oh..pow_s)txoo
Vl_o_ (_utlp_ee)|00-S_0, Colo_eodeblue
v/
,,f
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00000002-TSC13
FOLDOUT FRAME._
,.L,-,.;._ ._.',_ i',_J.L:,_i;;i_h::_,,.:,..;_.:,' 'II I I}_;..',
II.;MP P.IL&TfillI." I.:I,_('I III('A|.
DIY, LECTI(IC WAI"F;I¢ (X)_;FFICIRN'I' Nt;ItlRB NllMn_;l_ _:NKlttlY £t)l_, ^l_C
flI'ItF:,*',I;TH AItI.'AqIP'I'IU_ l)l. 1tI.:81WI'IVITY liINII'IONI] IIEI_IBT^N_IB RRMAliF.,8
(Vtt)HlS/MII,) (PF, IIL!ENTI PP+I¢ u(. (J/_,IILFIS) (AKCONDil)
.. 0 0.005 .... M,P, l_O0 - 1475°C
-- 0 0,005 .... M,P, 18_0- 14f0°C
-- 0 0,005 .... M,P, 1_00- 1475°C
-- 0 0.003U3 .... M,P, lOaa°C
._ 0 0,005 .... M,P, l]ZO0- 1475°C
-- 0 0,005 .... M,P. 13qO o t475°C
-- 0 005 .... M,P, 1300- 14'/5°(?
........ Cure nchedu]e 2 hra, nl
0,o40" Thick O, i0 ...... Br|tt[o point - 05°F, t_mpersture rmzp _ ?fl°V to
flO0 800o1 ,', Dtnaipstiol_ factor (ole¢,) flO CI_ _ 0.020
O, n75" rhlok
500
.......... _do c&t_dyit ued with |tyicast 2't4 i
O. I0 - 0.50 ......
Ue_t all ; primer [or 60 - 800 merles R'rV.
.......... ']_tanato ouziz_g meehtmism,
I FOLDOLITFRAME,_ Table 4-8. E146-1-149, Launcher and Cartridge Chemical Agent, TAC CS,
I - ^..o.r'r,o. |'I'_MP_IIAI'IIIII,: 1'1¢11_)[I,_C1"DIKL£CTfllC WAT};II ('l) Y,FFI('IF,NT BKIII_ NIIMIIIIWli_ ISURFAC_; VQIL,UMIC DIRhF,CTBIC BTIIE/_(ITttDIgBCRIPTIO?; BPECWICATION MATERIAL llEmRTIVITY P.£BIBTIVIT¥ CONflTANT VUI,TH/MII,) (Pill_JEi'4TI Ii_:_I_TIVITY
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FOLDOUT FRAMF ,._35ram Riot Control, CS E23 "A" (also _erves as DL141;_i-50, 51 _ _-052
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FOI..Dt+iIITFRAME .7" Table 4-11. DL1,16-1-97, Manual Activator As_c:inbiy
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DL146_1-97, Mt, nu,q.I Activator Assembly R-052
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SECTION5
; POTENTIALELECTROSTATIC HATARDSq
5.1 GENERAL
The identification of locations and operations where electrostatic potentials may he generated
and the evaluation of the procea_ equipment and procedures are prvsented in this Neetion.
Each manufacturing facility (I,;_ and XM15/XM165) was viult(,d at_ .t_ht,duled.
An XM15/XM]fl5 manufacturing plant wns vlMted n week aftvr it had It nmlfunetlon of an XM]5
cluster during themanufacturing process, The rt,sult_ of thlt, lnvostlt,;ation and phmt vl,_lt wt,r(,
submitted Its Rel)ort No. (H.:-MTSI).dt-047, "Inadw,rtunt I,'mmtlonlng of an XM15 CluHI.or During
,, ,.,}, 1970. Ilowever, lilt' lnforl/lIdion <,onialnod Ill parttgral;,hs,, Manufauttwtng," dtttud ()etol),,r "'
i! 5.'2.2 t() 5.2,7 of this r,,pc,rt rofh,(,l the investigation/findings by rcvl(,wlllg th,, manul'a,,turinl,.;
procedures and related technical manuals o1' 'm additional XMlS/XM165 cluster manufacturing
k'
;i facility.il
A report on the results of the !,'.14plant visit is included in paragraph 5.;1.3. The manufacturing
,_ procedure for the I.;8 was not available for this report, because the manufacturer considered theq
' procedures to be company proprietary information.
5.2 X M15/XM165 CLUSTER
t
t
5.2.1 GENERAL
i_ ' The XM15/XM165 tactioal CS canister clus',er appears to be wflnerab|e to premature activation
- by electrostatic charge. This assumption is based on the general design features of the unit
(i.e., use of noneonductive plastics and other noneonduetive materials) and on two premature
" ii act/rations of the XM165 during unloading operations, tIowever, as the result of Edgewood's
ignition tests and the initial Phase II XM15 fuse train tests, changes have been incorporated
W
i_ to make the fusing system relatively safe from premature activation by electrostatic charge.
The following documents were used as references for this study:
• Assembly Procedure for Canister Cluster Assembly, Chemical Agent, XM165
• DTM 3-1325-231-12; Draft Technical Manual; Operation and Organization Maintenance
l Manual; Canister Cluster Assembly, Chemical Agent, XM165; and Canister Cluster.
Chemical Agent, XM15; May t9_9
I • DTM 3-1325-234-12; Draft Technical Manual; Operatorts and Organization MaintenanceManual; Canister Cluster, Riot Control Agent, CS, XM15; May 1970
i • XM15/XM165 Drawings
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i The following paragraphs describe the operations involved in handling the weapon at the manu-:i
facturing facility and transporting it to combat aircraft an well as potential hazards for premature
activation from electrostatic sources. Table 5-1 summarizes location,_ and operations where
! electrostatic potentials could exist.
5,2,2 MANUFACTURING
i The "Assembly Procedure for Canister Cluster Assembly, Chemical Agent, XM165" was used
as a reference in evaluating the procenn of manufacturing the ehmtern. It wan determined during!i
_ review of thin prt)eedure that most of lilt, hazardous manufneturing eondlllons have beell negated
by lmplenmntatlan of teehnlque_l of ch__ctroatatlc t_upprt:m_ion and pormmnel safety. The following
!i pr_mt,dure changer4, howew, r, should de,,ream, the llkelihootl of actlvathm from electrotttatle
discharge:
!i • _ion ......Cht___t__ - During the heal twallng of lh,, I,lack powder exl)ult_lon
'_ ¢,harges, cotton gloves are woPn whlh, handling the l)olyethyh:nc bags, These lw(_
m'tterlals are separated by a mnnl_er of other materials on Ihp lrlboeleclrle series
i of malertal, ll is recommended that an anti-slitllt: aerosol I)e used during this opera-
tics to eliminate the posstbllty of aet'ldental generation and discharge of static
_, electricity, or that the cotton gloves not be used. A furlh(.r tml)rovcnleni would be
the use of a conductive material for the powder I)-tgs. ltowcver, tf the black powder
bags are made of a conductive material, provisions must be made to electrically
si
!i connect the bags to the conductive part of the fuse train. If electrical contact is not
made, then an electrostatic hazard would exist.
!i • Assembly XM721 Time Fuze - During the assembly of the time fuze, the igniter
_' pellets, and fuses, there is a possibility of electrostatic discharge from personnel to
i the pyrotechnic material. It is recommended that grounding bracelets be worn duringthts operation.fl
5.2.3 PACKAGING AND UNPACKING
I The XM165 is packed in a fiberboard box containing desiccants and supported by filler pads.
This box is sealed in a moisture proof bag which is enclosed by several layers of fiberboard.
The entire assembly is then placed inside a cleated plywood container cushion-lined with
filler pads. Through contact and friction during packaging, these materials generate static
electricity which may accumulate to sufficient size to spark. To prevent these discharges, it
is recommended that antistatic aerosols be used liberally. Also, where possible, the
nonconducttve packaging material should be replaced by a conductive type and a grounding
!_ system should be employed.
i!
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ii The same problems associated with puekaging will be em;ountered during unpacking. Therefore,
' the same soltltions can be applted_ l, e, _ use of conductive pack _ging materials and maintaining
_ a ground and/or antistatic aerosols,
I The desiccant wl!l maintain a low humidity within the fiberboard box which will tend to increase
the possibility of generating static electricity. However, it is not recommended that the
1 desiccantbe rnmoved.
The second premature actiwRion atDugwny occurred duringthe unpackingop[,ratlon,The fact
t
• ,' that the personnel were grounded incre_lsed the ignition possibility _lnce the trait was not
grounded and a hleed-off path was not available for any charge that had accumulated; however,
t the _pplication of an antistatic aerosol could have dispersed the charge,
5.2.4 SHIPPING
i During loading, transportation, and unloading operations, container motion will generate static
electric charges as a result of contact and friction between the various nonconducting materials
previously described, As mentioned previously, use of conductive packaging materials, ground
I and/or antistatic aerosols are recommended to reduce or eliminate some of the electrostatic
hazards. It may also be desirable to provide electrostatic bleed-off of the transport vehicles
through a drag ground strap, although this technique has been questioned by authorities in recent years.
5.2.5 DELIVERY TO AIRCRAFT
i The XM165/XM15 is normally t_ansported to the aircraft uncrated and with all outer packaging
materials removed. At the time of the first premature activation at Dugway, the unit had been
i transported from a storage building to the aircraft on a layer of polyurethane insulation.• Apparently this insulation material was in part responsible for the accident.
It is recommended that, in the future, conductive padding and insulating materials be used for
4@ f
t this operation. A drag ground strap should be, provided for all vehicles transporting these units,
and positive contact should be maintained between the unit and the vehicle body.
I 5.2.6 LOADING ABOARD AIRCRAFT
Grounding of the aircraft should be maintained at all times while loading the XM15/XM165 to
t prevent static potential differences between tbe weapon and the aircraft from causing an activa-
tion discharge. This precaution assumes that steps mentioned previously have been taken to
_, assure minimum static charge accumulations.
5.2.7 ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICAL. DISCHARGES
Lightning strikes in close proximity to the weapon could possible induce static electric charges
sufficient to activate the weapon. Although the likelihood of this particular type of accident
occuring is extremely remote, it is recommended that precautions be taken to prevent it.
i 5-6
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As mentioned, use of conductive packaging material_ and antistatic aerosols would be el con-
siderable value in this regard.
5.3 E8 CLUSTER
5.3, 1 GENERAL
The E8 tactical CS backpack appears to be vl_lncrable to premature activation by electrostatic
charge. This a_sumption is based on file geaeral design features of the unit (I.e., use of non-
conductive plastics ._md other nonconducttve materials) m_d a prcm:_turc activation and ensuing
fire at a produetioa facility.
:_ The following documents were used as references for this study:
• TB 3-1310-255-10, Launcher and 35-MM Cartridges; Tactical CS, 16-Tubc, ES;
! August 1966
! • E8 Dry,wing System
The following paragraphs describe the operations involved in handling the weapon at the manu-
f facturing facility and transporting it to the GI engaged in combat as well as the potential hazards!
for premature activation from electros_'_tic sources.
i 5.3.2 MANUFACTURING
The manufacturing operations of the I,:8 cluster assembly have been terminated, Because thei
[ company would not release their manufacturing procedures which were classified as "company
confidential, " the discussion of the manufacturing procedures that are involved is limited to the
:: ! possible hazardous ope,-ations involved in the a_sembly of the E8 cluster.
@
The operations involved in handling the CS carCridgcs with the propellant charges attached can
', _ be hazardous if personnel involved are not properly grounded. ElecWostatic buildup on clothing
i could easily be discharged to the explosive and pyrotechnic materials within the canisters. A
similar situation exists in the attachment of the fuse train and the squib.
1 The foaming operations could very well be the most hazardous since the fire at a ma,mfacturing
facility started as a result of this operation. Although not conclusively proved, it is possible
I that the expansion of the nom..onductive urethane generated a static charge sufficient to ignite
the fusing system. (A foaming test will be conducted during Phase II at the manufacturing fa-
cility to determine the static charges generated during this operation.
,1
L' 5.3.3 RESULTS OF VISIT TO E8'MANUFACTURING FACILITY
The party touring the Brunswick _8 manufacturing facility at Sugar Grove, Virginia,was given
*" a general brieflnl4 of the planUs facilities and safety precautions prior to visiting the assembly
lines. Each member of the party w_s given safety glasses and conducting leg straps to weaL"
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:i through the manufaeturir, g facilities, The party toured the E8 launcher assembly building and
i then the mix plant building where the tactical CS is prepared and loaded into the canisters,
5.3, 3.1 Launcher Assembly Building5
:_ The operations observed at the Brun._wiek launcher assembly building included:
• Fuses - The fuses are cut to the dimensions prescribed on the drawings, each end
!; is drilled out, and quick match is installed, A stitching machine applies a stitch to
each cad of the fuse that goes into the cmflster. The stitching machine and all el the
:_ tables associated with this procedure art grounded, the conductive concrete floor is
:' grounded, and all hq'ounds arc tied back to a single point. After the fuses leave the
;, s_itching machine the propellant cup is installed and quick match Is applied; then the
:!:: propellant cups arc loaded with a class 6 or class 4 black powder charge, depending
upon the color coding of tile particular cartridge. Four dlff(,rcnt cartridge loads are
'_ installed in the lmmchcr, depending upon the dispersion requirements. The I)lackII
powder charge is installed and waibrs are installed on the bottom of the propcllm_t
ii cups, the propelhmt cups arc mated with the CS canister, and then the fusing ms-
it terial is installed around the canister aud tim metal foil t'lpe is installed.
• Launch Tubes - The base plate and the foil-like case of the launcher are mated and
'_ the launch tubes are inserted in the launch tube and fuse assembly subsystem. The
launch tube and fuse assembly are then moved to a different area and the cartridges
i are installed.i
• Main Fuse Train - The fiaain fuse train is made up according to the drawings (manu-
facturing) and inserted in the top of the launcher assembly. The fuse cloth that the
!i fuse train is made of is purchased in sheets and shipped mid cut in the wet condition.
(There is a critical point between the wet and dry condition for handling the fuse cloth
i too dry (dries out) it will ignite spontane-
material because if the fuse cloth beconles
ously. ) The fuse train is then installed in the launcher assembly, all the work
_ benches are grounded, and, when the fuse train and the cases are handled, a ground
i_ strap is wrapped around the case and "Sta_ikll" spray is used to dissipate a_y charge
buildup on the plastic material. "I_e Stattkfl upray is used to dissipate charge build-q
_ up at several points during the assembly operation. Charge buildup ts monitored
by the use of a static meter manufactured by Custom Material, Inc. Just before the
launcher assembly is taken into the foaming booth, the main fuse train is bent over
i_ to make contact with the top canisters and the polys_/rene discs are installed in the
tops of the launching tube.
_,!i • Foaming (two-step operation) - The foaming operation takes place in a specially con-i.
structed area wilerc the floor and walls are covered with grounded aluminum sheet-
_ ing. It has been ascertained by the manufacturer that, when required, it is more
_ economical to periodically replace this aluminum Sheeting than to clean it.
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After the first foaming operation ia completed, a vapor barrier, which is made of
aluminum foil, is installed in the top of the launcher assembly, and the second ioam-
_ ing operation takes place. The manufacturer has detected by use ,)f a static charge
' gun that quite a large electrostatic charge does build up during this operation, (Elec-
trostatic measurements of this operation will be made during Phase II,) After the
i completed launchassembly isremoved from the foaming room, itIssprayed again
with "Statlkil" spray and the case is grounded by the operator handling the unit for
,, the final packaging.
• Final Assembly - The final assemblies are placed on a grounded roller assembly
;i where the launch assembly is then mated with the platform for final packaging. The
II platform and launch assembly is then inserted in a foil-backed bag, horsehair is In-
serted around the bag, and u vacuum is drawn on the bag eontzlining the entire nssem-
!f bly.
r. ' ,jl
.,.3.3.. MixlnlrPhmt
}
] The mixing plant where the CS is prepared is located several hundred yards away from the
launcher assembly building. The mixer building, of monolithic construction, is divided into
! various individualstorage,weigh-in, and mixing areas thatare designed specificallyforhan-
dling the various types of chemicals used in the preparation of the tactical CS.
5.3.3.3 Conclusions
The following conclusions were reached concerning the Brunswick man,fracturing operations:
• One of the main differences between this operation (Brunswick) lind the operations of
the other manufacturer is the foaming process. Individual foaming kits
were utilized by the previous manufacturer and a preformed piece of foam was in-
serted during the second foaming step.
• The manufacturing facilities did not utilize very efficient control or control proee-
durcs for their humidity, forced air, and environmental systems.
tl
• The only charge dissipating system was the groundiag of all the work tables and tim
i floor, the use of static spray, and the wiping of the outer case with a wet cloth.
• All the people involved in the manufacturing processes wear conductl:,e shoes m_d
I cotton type clothing, and the whole operation is a hand operation requiring a lot of
manual manipulations with a limited use of various machines.
i • It did appear that sufficient electrostatic preventive ,nea_:ures were used in all phasesof the manufacturing operation.
i 5-9
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_i 5.3.4 PACKAGING AND UNPACKING
The E8 is packaged with a one-inch layer of cushioning material, sealed in a foil-backed bag, en-
•* closed in a fiberboard box, and crated in a plywood shipping cont_dner wrapped with _toel bands.
I According to classical electrostatic t_ory, contact or friction between these materials is ade-
! quate to generate potentials of several thousand volts, which may be sufficient to set off the
I squib, the fuse, or black powder charges. (Ignition energy levols will be determined during
Phase II. ) It would seem desirable to make the unit less capable of generating static electricity
! by the use of conductive packaging materials, maintaining a ground and/or antistatic aerosols.
5.3.5 TRANSPOR TATION
1 The major contributor to static electric charges during transportation is again the contact andI
friction between the various materials. Use of conducting packaging materials and/or antistatic
aerosols and positive grounding of vehicles would eliminate this hazard.
i
5.3.6 FIE LD TRANSPORTATION
Assuming use of the E8 exclusively in Southeast Asia, generation and storage of electrostatic
surface charge associated with field transportation would be reduced by the conditions of high
humidity and perspiration from GIs handling the unit. These conditions increase the air and
body contact conductivity, hence they would tend to bleed off any static electricity generated by
friction between the unit and personnel clothing. In dry climates, however, this would become
a problem which should be eliminated by use of an antistatic aerosol. Elimina:2on of surface
, charge may not increase the systems safety level. On the contrary, internal u_bled charge
could conceivably induce a larger electric field after removal of the surface charge. ThisJ
I phenomena deserves further study.
The E8 can be fired electrically; a shorting wire is provided across the terminals of the
[ squib to prevent premature firing from stray voltages. During the process of connecting the
electrical firing _ait to the squib, personnel may make electrical contact with terIQinals.
I Any accumulation of electrostatic charge on their bodies will then be discharged through this
terminal, possibly prematurely initiating the unit. (Refer to Section 6 for further information.)
However, as previously mentioned, if deployment is made in Southeast Asia it is highly
unlikely that such accumulations could occur because of the high humidity.
Lightning striking in close proximity to the weapon could induce static electric charges by
i ion collection of capacitive or inductive effects sufficient to activate the weapon if the electrical
activation mode is being employed. This can be prevented by completely shielding the con-
il necting wires.
i_
i
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i! SECTION6
ii EQUIVALENTELECTR'CALCIRCUITS
6, 1 GENERAL
The purpose of an equivalent electrical ci_'cuit is to provide a _lmplified and t_ealized pre-
sentation of a complex mechanical system such that the system era1 be evaluated by clantdeal
electrical techniques. In presenting a system as an equivaleot electrical circuit it is not
,i always feasible to eonslde): _v,Jry aspect of the system, hi many cases the number of corn-
; ponents and the eq_valent electrical ett'eutt for those eompoaent¢, would produce a circuitil
I{ that would not be useful for understanding the behavior of the _ystem. Tlmroforot it is
necessary to define the rationale for.the clreutt_ the assumptions mltl conditioas_ lmtt the
i: I analysis technique, Another point to consider Is the level of effort required to obtaintho objective.
]i This type of analysis or endeavor can vary from a simple circuit considering only the basle I)C
components to vc-ry complex networks shm_dnl,; .vo_ T l_nsible combination.
i The scope of the total project only permitted the simple _lpproach in the formulation of the
equivalent electrical circuits. Itowever, these circuits will be refined and analyzed from
I the standpoint of assigning values to the circuit components during Phase II as defined in
Section 7 of this report.
I! 6.2 b_QUIVALENT ELECTROSTATIC CmCUITS FOe XM165
6.2.1 GENERAL
I The CS gas disseminating equipment XM165 has been found to be subject to accidental firing
as a result of the presence of electrostatic potentials or charges. Voltages and currents
I (motion of charges) are commonly described in terms of electric circuits. It is the purl)ose
,-_ of this report to present the XM165 as a circuit which will represent the electrical properties
of the equipment so as to facilitate studying the behavior of the equiprnent in the presence of
_T
"i_ I! various configurations of electrostatic fields or applied electrostatic charges.
Though the complete XMl65 assembly contains two XM15 clusters_ only one of the XMI5
clusters is shown in the diagrams, it being tmderstood that the other is identical.
6.2.2 CONDUCTORS AN D INSULATORS
?
i! In general, the various materials in the equipment may be classed as either conductors or
insulators. Metallic parts are conductors; most others oxc insulators. However, the flow
,_" of charge across and through materials ordinarily considered as insulators plays a very
4
.... important part in electrostatics; therefore, insulators must be considered as resistors
!
,i
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having values in the range of 108 to 10 12 ohms. By comparison, the resistance of metallici
partst on the order of hundredths or tenths of an ohm, may be neglected and metal parts
considered as perfect conductors.
6, 2.3 CONDUCTING PARTS
A simplified diagram of the significant conducting p_rts of the equipment is shown in
* Figur_ 6-1. The adapter assembly XM43 t or strongback, contains n hole which passes the
., time fu_ Xb1721, through which passes a section of lead-jacketed delay fuse. The various
i: fuse sections and the line igniter terminate in aluminum junction blocks.
Twelve copper sealing wires are embedded in the plastic parts. The tlwee of these which
:! are of particular significance are shown on Figure 6-1 t as are two CS canisters, repre-
sentative of the 264 canisters contained in each XM15 cluster.
i 6.2.4 CONTACT BETWLLN_ _" CONDUCTING PARTS
Where metal parts are welded together or bolted or clamped together in such a way as to
ii create substantial pressure at the contact area, they may be considered to be a continuous
!! conducting piece. In a number of places, however, contact between pieces is light and the
degree of electrical connection is uncertain Clean metal parts touching lightly may have
;i a low resistance connection between them, but if a particle of dust or a thin film of surfaceL
oxide or contamination interferes with contact, an ohmmeter (using a low test voltage) may
i_ shiny a very high resistance connection. Since the insulating gap is short, a modest voltage
!I would break down the gap, thus forming a lower resistance path. Such points are important
to consider when they occur near inflammable materials because the arc across such a gap
i_ generates heat. Junctions of this nature in the XM165 equipment are shown in Figta'e 6-2.
The su'ongback assembly XM43 contains light-contact points between the adapter and tie rod
t assembly, adapter and clamps, arming wire and arming wire tube, and other places. These
are usually extended regions of contact with many points of contact connected in parallel.
" Similarly, tlmre axe a number of commotion points between the stvongbaek and the time fuze
i
XM721. The strongback touches screw heads on the timer, and other connections exist via
the arming wire and the safety wire. None of these light-contact points is exposed to any
,!
:_ pyrotechnic material. The entire adapter assembly along with the time fuze are therefore
i'
considered to be a single conducting body, and this body is one of the points at which connec-
:i tion may be made to an external circuit.
The center section of delay fuse passes through a hole in the time fuze and also through a hole
in an ignitionpelletwithinthe housing. This light-contactpointisshown as resistorR1 ind
t] Figure 6-2.
:i
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Each point where a section of fuse or Pyrocorc igniter enters a junction block in a possible
arcing point and is adjacent to an Igniter pellet, It2 Is an example of such a point,
If the 12 sealing wires are numbered I through 12 from left to right (viewed as in Figure 6-2),
wire number 5 Is between tile overlapping shells of the third and fourth clusters, and wires
numbers 6 and 7 arc on each side of the central plate between the fourth and fifth clusters.
'i The time fuze_ XM721, in attached to the clusters by hooldng a clip over the edge of the fourth
cluster shell and inserting a single mounting screw through the base of the time fuzo and into
the edge of the eentrlfl pinto, The tolerances on the lonhq:la of the clip and tim location of wire
' number 5 are such that the clip may or may not contact tim laD;ding wir_ when the time fuze is
In position, If the mounting t_e_'ew t_ exactly centred it _,*lseparated from scaling wires
:_ numbers 6 ;tad 7 by, 024 iilcller4 _)aeh; howevu£_ b.-o,am_e the sealing wire melts itself Into ttm
plastic pltd'c) it couhl ca)_ily touch the _erow, 'l"ho _c._three l)o_lHiblt _,o.otlut.._tit)!qL I)(_twt,on 111o
I, time fuze slid the set|ling wirtm live shown its 113) 1t4) I|11(tIt[i h| 1,'igtlro (|-1.), Ik:;!atmu th,::
.!
i_ ends of '.,he wires come out of the bottom f,f the. cluster, they two 1)ostdl)le ;:ounectlou terminals
to external circuits.
_! Sectiolmof delayfuseleadingtoexpulsion_;hargeignitersin clu_tcrs:Jand 4 may touchthe
time iuze mounting platewhere i,heypass throughnotches inthe plate. Ithas been shown
il, that_,suffit_ientiystrongarc is capableof Igaltiltghe delay fusethroughthe,load jacket;there-
fore, thesepointsare includedin Figure 6-2 as R6. Similarly,certainigniterfuses may
touch delay fusesectionsbet'_veenJunctionblocks(R7 in Figure 6-2) or the small junction
il block_, themselves (R8 in Figure 6-2); and the igniter fuse to module 5 may touc,h the center
delay fuse (R9 in Figure 6-2).
Finally, there may be contact between some of the individual canisters, while others will be
separated. The canister diameter is 1.250 inches and the center-to-center spacing is 1.275
fi inches so that they would all be separated if all were perfectly placed, ttowever, the dia-
l, meter of the locating fingers is such as to permit contact between them. Three canisters in
contact form a three-sided opening which will conttdn a 0.194-inch cylinder; the locating
r
I fingers have a nominal 0.188-inch diameter. Many light-contact points may therefore exist,
one of which is shown as RI0 on Figure 6-2.
! Several features of Figure 6-2 should be especially noted:
• The resistors shown are not conventional onesD but represent points where the
resistance is unpredictable and may be either essentially zero or moderately!
high, and in the latter case subJec_ to breakdown when voltage is applied,
:z
• Not all potential arcing points are a:epresented--only those where there could be
metallic contact.
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• Thin is not a template equivalent circuit; loakaga path_ acroaa insulating
materlal_ and capacitancea have yat to bc considered.
6, 2.5 ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
It la nat auggeatad that the circuit of Figure 6_2 be analyzed in the form ahown, aa it contains
too many unknown raalatancaa, This diagram in intended only to chow tha various points of
uncertain contact and the conducting path_ batween them and to the autaidc world, It i_
_ugge_tod that the circuit Im used In the following manner, A_umo that the possibility of
ignition due to _clng at one of the polnt_ indicated In Fig_rc 6-2 1_ to be invt_tigatcd, The
resistor at that point is replaced by the leakage resistance and capacitance that would e,xint
acrot_ the a_muucd gap, MoHt of the othar rcsl_tor_ would be rophtc_,d by Hhnrt circuitry, a
few by open circult_. The conducting part_ (_r, luding the caalster_) would thort, by be _cparatod
into two _cctions with only cnpm_ltnac_, leakage conductance paths_ nnd an are gap behvovn the
[', two sectlanm 'rhcrc may be twveral way_ o£ dividing the conductor8 into two t4octton_, depcn(l_i!
lag on which uncertain co_tact points arc [tSntllllOd open and which are assumed shorted. It
would probably be necess_ry to determine the worst case by lnvt.stigating several cozffigura-
.t
]! tions. The equtwdent circuit tiredly analyzed, titan, would contain none o_ the resistors of
Figure 6-2, but would contain high leakage rt, sistm_ces and capacitors provided by the insu-
!, lating materials in the structure.
6.2.6 LEAKAGE RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE
I_ There is a possibility of a small current flow between each pair of conducting parts in the
f,
canister assembly if the t_vo parts are at different potential. This current path is represented
i by a high-value resistor. In additton_ an electric field is present in the intervening region due
to the potential difference, and charges of opposite signs arc stored on the two parts. The
circuit element which has these properties is the capacitor. Each such pair of conducting
_' parts, therfore, is joined by a parallel RC combination.
Figure 6-2 indicates a total of 30 conducting parts, including all 16 of the igniter fuses (but
i*
_i excluding the canisters). Therefore_ a complete representation of all of the circuit elements
! associated with these parts would contain 435 parallel RC combinations. Through it might be
possible to show all of these in a single diagram, the diagram in this form would not be useful
for understanding the behavior of the equipment. If all 264 canisters were included as welt as
the remaining 9 isolated sealing wires and a number of small parts not heretofore considered
such as the spring pads and fuse retainer tabs, it would no longer be possible to represent the
complete circuit of nearly 105 components. Fortunately, this sort of representation is not
] necessary with the analysis technique suggested in paragq'aph 6.2.7.
I
I,
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fl, 2.7 FORMATION OF THE EQUWALENT CIRCUIT
i{ It hart been _uggested in the proceeding paragraphs that the gaps Imm, eea conducting parts
should not all be considered to exist aim_taneously but _hauld be conMdered one at a time
with most of the other porto connected so as to form two sections septtrated by the gap under
consideration, In addition to the two sectionu connected to the arc gap, there will generally
be other metal pavtawhl.ch are floating. Those would include the C8 canlaters and the
isolated coaling wires plus other omal: parto, The grouping of the parts into connected
sectionu greatly rcduee_ the number of circuit componcnt_ that must be included and makes
it possible to draw a circuit which can be anMyzed, A geaorsliT, od circuit is Mmwn in
Figure 6-3, The particular part_ of the device that are represented by each component of
the gonorMlzod cqulwdeat circuit will depend on whore the potential arc, lng,.point it, a_mmmd
to I_,
l,:xtt,rllld lorminals lifo m.ttioeiatt_d with the t_trongl)ac, l_ and the tooling wires and _horof(u,,, may
!i exist on ore, or both sido_ of tht_ gap, d%wuding on the particular oouliguration. They will oxhd
on ,t_)me of tim floating part_.
:_ l,'hmting imrts witch have t_,.xtertml tx,rminals, or to which art:ling I_|ay oecta,, :dmuhl be in-it
i eluded in the circuit. All other Iloattng lmrts, it is assulnod, may IX',omitted at: the effect
of their l)rcsence il,I included in file other circuit compontmts.
P 6.2.8 A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE
i The example included in this paragraph will I;etter illustrate the construction of an equivalent
circuit, Assume that it is desired to investigate the possibility of an are occta'ring between
the central delay fuse section and the left small junction block. This is the contact point
labeled R2 in Figure 6-2. This point is opcn-cLrcuited, and all of the others in Figure 6-2
are shorted. In this case, there is no possibility of ml arc since the t_vo sides of the gap ,are
i! still connected together, and no voltage can exist across the gap. It is uecessaxy also for at
,_ least one other point to be open ia order to have an arc at point l{2. There are several ways
to make an arc at R2 possible, and for this example it is assumed that the line igniter also
:! fails to make contact with the same junction block.i
The conducting parts have now been divided into two groups, as follows:
'i
i! Group 1
Left large junction block Right large and small junction blocks
ii_ Left small junction block Center and two right delay fuse sections
Left two sections of delay fuse Line igniter
._ Left eight igniter fuses Right eight igniter fuses
.I
• _trongback and _imer
Scaling wir¢.s numbers 5, 6, and 7
)
l
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_! Figure 6-3. Generalized Equivalent Circuit
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° _ i Figure 6-4. Example of Equivalent Circuit
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ii Figure 6-4 shows the equivalent circuit that results when these two conducting groups and
the ground plane are joined by the assumed admittance paths.
It is essential to understand that the boxes in Figure 6-4 each represent a number of physical
parts, but in the equivalent circuit they are merely junction points-- such as bigdoto. They do
not contain any components of the equivalent circuit.
Parts group 2, because It contains both the strongback and the scaling wires, hall external
terminals. It is only necessary to indicate one term!nal_ but contact with thin point in the
circuit may be made either through the strongback or the stub_ of the _ealiag wires. {By
shorting R3, R4, and RS, we have assumed that the sealing wires are in contact with the
timer. )
Capacitor C1 represents the stray capacitance between all the parts of group 1 and all the
parts of group 2. Physically_ most of this capacitance would probably be between the junction
block and the two fuse sections which do not quite make contact with it.
Rll is the resistance between the same groups of parts. The grease on the fuse parts entering
!i the Junction block (or whatever is preventing solid contact) would contribute to Rll; there may¢
'also be longer leakage paths that are significant, such as through the silicone rubber material
in which the fuse parts are potted.
C2 represents the capacitance between the parts of group 1 and the surrounding walls, floor
_; mid other surfaces at ground potential. R12 is the leakage resistance from these parts toit
!! ground. C3 and R13 are corresponding values for parts group 2. If the whole XM15 assembly
is well insulated (for example, resting on a mat of good insulating material), R12 and P'13
ii could be omitted.
Canisters and isolated sealing wires are not included because, in the present example, any
_ arcing involving these parts and any charge entering or leaving the _ircuit via the sealing
wire ends are not considered. These parts do, of cottrse_ influence the values of certain
i_ ' circuit components_ especially the capacitors C1, C2, and C3.
s_
:_ 6.2.9 ANALYSIS OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
_ Using the example of an equivalent circuit, its use is illustrated in this paragraph. Suppose
!. someone wishes to investigate what happens when a man carrying an electrostatic charge
touches the strongback. The equipment is assumed to be initially neutral and well insulated
from ground. The charged man can be represented by a capacitor C in series with a resistance
?. 0
Ro. CO is the ratio of the charge on the' man to the voltage between his body and ground. These
] quantities may all vary as the man moves about; the values used would be those existing at the
1 instant he touches the equipment. R represents the resistance to the flow of current betweeno
the man and the equipment.
I
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The circuit may now be drawn as shown in Figure 6-5. Closure of the switch represents con-
tact between the charged man and the strongback. It is desired to determine the voltage
variation across the gap, as tJ,e charge initially on CO redistributes itself to the other capaci-
tors in the circuit.
If 1% is much smaller than Rll , which is likely to be the case, 1RI1 may be neglected during
the char_ng of C1. All three capacitors, C 1 through C3, receive some of the charge from Co.
The time constant of this el_arging phase is RpCnet, where Cne t is the net capacitance of the
circuit as seen from the tez rninals of Re:
CoEC3 (C 1+c2)+c 1C 2
Cne t = (C o+C 3) (C 1+C 2) +C 1C 2
, The voltage on C 1 rises initially at a rate determined by this time constant. A curve of V 1
(the voltage across C1 and the gap) versus time is shown in Figure 6-6. The peak value
!_ reached by V 1 (if no breakdowu occurs) can be found to be:
C C2
i Vl(max) = V o
o (C° +C3) (C1 +C2) +C 1 C2
i where V° is the voltage to which the man, Co, was initially charged.
Eventually, C1 will discharge through Rll , but this phase of the charge redistribution is not
!! of great interest for purposes of this study.
The voltage Vl(max)may be compared with the expected breakdown voltage of the gap. Since
,, ., the gap is small, breakdown is quite likely to occur before Vl(max) is reached. At the time
_1 of breakdown, the open circuit gap is replaced by a low resistance and charging of C2 continues
(now at a new time constant) with the charging current crossing the gap. C 1 also discharges
ii through the gap. The energy dissipated in the arc may then be calculated as a function of the
circuit component values and the initial and breakdown voltages.
The energy initiallystoredon C° is not alldissipatedinthe arc; some ofitis dissipatedin Ro.
' The relative amounts depend on the resistance of the arc after breakdown. As a practical
matter some of the energy will also be dissipated in another arc which forms at the switch
during its closing; i.e., between the hand of the man and the strongback as he approaches.i
In this example the gap has been assumed to be a good open circuit: Rll is large compared to
_ Ro. If this assumption were not made, the maximum voltage across the gap would not be as
great. (The circuit equations would also be more complex.) Thereforej it can be seen that if
good contact cannot be guaranteed between fuse sections and the blocks, some sort of partial
i conducting path will aid in reducing hazards due to arcing at this poi,t.
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: R°
:! GAP 1 Rll
, + C3 f .
' Vo-- -
I --'C2
t
I Figure 6-5. Circuitfor Analysis of Redistributionof Charge
I
i Figure 6-6. Voltage Across Gap
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:i 6.3 E_UIVALENT ELECTROSTATIC CIRCUITS FOR THE E8 LAUNCHER
6.3.1 GENERAL
From the electrical conception standpoint the E8 launcher is constructed differently than the
XM165. The E8 launcher is completely encased in insulation material. Within this housing are
sixteen tubes and within each tube are four metal cartridges (E23) containing the propulsion
! material for launching and the gas to be disseminated. Each of the metal cartridges is linked
to the remaining cartridges by a fuse strip. In addition, the E8 launcher contains support
material, Igniter chord, and a system provided for ignition by manual or electrical means
'_ from outside the housing.
The housing itself represents a multiple layer dielectric insulator surrounding all _ritical t
parts of the system. The existence of such an insulator around the critical "circuits*' would
appear to be a good safety measure; however, there are conditions that can occur whereby
II thisinsulatorisa detrimentand possiblyan energy source for providingundesiredignition
of the system. This conditionisdescribed furtherin succeedingparagraphs of thisreport.
i
! The prime area of investigation described in this report is the circuit that is present allowing
an electrostatic charge or transient electrical energy to enter the critical *'circuit** area from
i outside housing. This circuit is initiated at the firing well. A secondary circuit not described
at this time is the direct capacitive effect existing between the housing and the E23 cartridge
and fusing system.
i 6.3.2 MANUAL ACTIVATOR - PRIMER FUSE ASSEMBLY
6.3.2.1 Equivalent Circuit
_! The manual activator-primer fuse assembly is constructed in a manner that may allow electro-
static and possibly certain types of electromagnetic energy to be transferred to areas withinL
it the E8 launcher. The path begins at the firing well which becomes visibly or physically
accessible when the cover is removed for purposes of manual or electrical preparation for
i firing. Removal of the cover is not necessarily required for exposing the system to electro-
!I magnetic fields.
!i Figure 6-7 shows the fundamental circuit present beginning with the manual activator system.
_p This fundamental circuit contains all major equivalent circuit components which may be reduced
to a simplified circuit. The resistors indicated as R 1 through R4 (Figure 6-7) are not con-
_i sidered as insulator or semi-insulator type resistances as defin'd earlier in this report but
are resistances occurring between conducting surfaces. Their values may range from a few
tenthsof an ohm to severalhundred ohms dependingupon the conditionofthe conductingor
! metal surfaces (see paragraph 6.2.4). One of the "inputs" to the circuit is the metal
ring used for direct activation of the system. This ring, which is attached to a cotter pin of
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i the manual activator, allows manual removal (personal contact) of the cotter pin to activate
:' the striker assembly which in turn strikes the percussion primer and initiates activation of
the system. In Figure 6-7, L1 represents the inductance of the ring and R 1 represents th_
contact resistance between the ring and the cotter pin and also the resistance between the
cotterpinandthestrikerhousingassembly,
il A secondinputtothecircuitisthemanualremote activationsystem. Thisinputinitself
requiresfurtherinvestigationtoidentifytheextentoftransferor generationofanelectrical
charge to the striker housing. The prime area of concern is the metal eyelet through which
the nylonlanyardisptflled.Thiscircuitisrepresentedby C1 (Figure6-7).
i, Again referencing Figure 6-7, the striker housing Is electrically coupled to an aluminum
;i' mounting plato by an equivalent capacitance, C2, which contains a multiple layered dielectric.
In addition, it is directly coupled by a machine screw with contact reszstancc, R2, and the
ii primer cup, R3. The primer cup is made of 90 percent copper and 10 percent zinc and is
braced to the striker housing. Its contact resistance is expected to be quite low in value so
._ that the major contribution to the resistance essentially is formed by a nut attached to it and
t touching the mounting plate by pressure. This same nut is slotted and attaches to the aluminum
frame of the primer fuse assembly. The contact resistance is represented by R4, (The
i,! equivalent circuit of Figure 6-7 has been simplifir_d to some extent when considering this part
ofthecircuit.) C3 inparallelwithR4 representsthecapacitanceofthemountingplatetothe
: I_ primer fuse assembly frame.
, !I As mentioned earlier the resistances Just described are not normally considered representative
of dielectric or semi-dielectric material but are metal-to-metal contact resistance. Their
(!} values should x rage, in this case, between a few tenths of an ohm to (at most) several hundred
ohms. In contrast to this condition, the primer fuse assembly can have equivalent resistivity
ii" circuits of send-dielectric material.
t
The primer fuse assembly consists o£ sandwiched layers of dielectric material (electrical tape
,_ and sponges), fuse strips and igniter cord (possibly semi-dielectric material) and an a'.uminum
frame. A simplified cross-section of this assembly is shown in Figure 6-8. The aluminum
_t frame of the assembly is connected through the resistor, R4 (Figure 6-7), to the conductive
!! circuits described. According to thesystem drawh_,_, the ignitez cord is taped to this end
of the aluminum frame. It appears to be touching the frame for a reasonable length for contact
considerations and R5 of Figure 6-7 represents the condition. There is some indication that the
_'_ end of the fuse cloth (or fuse strip) also touches the frame. However, the fuse strip and igniter
cord are pressed together for a considerable distance, thus providing the tap in R5 as well as
R7, C4, R12 and Cll. The resistors R6, R9, R14, and Rs, R u and R13 represent the
resistivity of the fuse strip and igniter cord material, respectively. In addition, R10 and C9
IGNITER CORD
ALUMINUM BAFFLE
• FUSE STRIPS
(PRESSED TOGETHER)
: I
, ELECTRICAL TAPE
' FUSE STRIP
I _ IGNITER CORD
NOT DRAWN TO SCALE
Figure 6. 8. PartialCross-_ectlonal View of Primer Fuse
Assembly Pressed Against Main Fuse System
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represent tim coupling resistivity and capacity of the vertical and horizontal fuse strips as
they are overlapped within the assembly (Figure 6-8). The primer fuse assembly is app;:oxl-
mately shaped like the letter "L". Two overlapping fuse stripe are used in this configuration.
The fuse _trlp _s pressed against the aluminum frame t[woughout the full length of the assvmhly
separated by a _heet of electrical tape. The resulting capacity coupling is indicated by C5, C6,
_i C10 and Ct2. The igniter chord also apparently touches the aluminum frame at the other end
of the assembly and, because it also is pressed against the fuse strip, the configuration is
represented by Rjfi in FiguPo fl_.?,
The nature of the construction of the primer fuse ass_,mbly (that is, the sandwich construction
. of the frame, fuse strips lgnlto_, chord and the tape and sponge dielectric) results in the cquiva-
:_ lent electrical characteristics to be distributed throughout the assembly. Thtm, the primer
[use assembly equivalent circuit shown in Figure 6-7 is actually a t,_q_eof distributed trans-
i! mission line. The values of resistances and capacitances arc a function of the fuse strip and
II igniter chord dimensions and effective _rea in respect to the frame. The resistivity and
pormittivity are distributed continuously; exoeption_ to this condition are R5, C9, _t10 and I_15.
I_ It is expected that this circuit will have a characteristic pulse response as well as an electro-
magnetic transmission response. In addttion_ there is_ to some extent_ capacitive coupling to
! the launcher housing. This capacitance is represented by C4, C 7 and C 8.
The far end of the primer fuse assembly (Figure 6-7) attaches to some degree (electrically)
ii to the main fuse assembly and igniter chord. The details of these parts of the system are
!i beyond the scope of this report. It is noteds however_ that direct conductive coupling from the
manual activator is terminated at thi_ point as is indicated in respect to the frame in Figures
.ii and
6.3,2.2 SimplifiedEquivalentCircuit
!I A simplified version of the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 6-9. The components CO and
Ro represent the internal impedance and energy storage capability of the energy source. In
" tiffs case_ consider a man who may generate or transfer an energy charge from a source. R o
ii and CO may be replaced by other types of sources as would appear when considering the ele_tro-
_ magnetic case. The components R A and CA represent the equivalent circuit values of the
iI "metal to metal" contact resistances R1 through R4 and the corresponding capacitance of the
previously described configuration. The simplified distributed circuit "transmission line" is
ii represented by RB, RC, RD, CB, and CC. The components CD, CE and CF are simplified
!t circuit capacitances of the aluminum.frame, fuse strip, and igniter chord to the case. The
,, component representation of this part of the equivalent circuit is incomplete due to the scope
_i of the _oeport; the prime concern here is that of the manual activator and primer fuse assembly.
Howcverp tt is necessary to estimate to some extent the remainder of the circuit because of
• _ 6-16
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its functional influences upon the manual activator and primer fuse assembly oireuita,i
6.3, 2.3 Analysi_ of Simplified Equivalent Circuit
': Considering the electrostatic case in respect to Figure 6-9 the final steady state condition
i involves Co, CD, CE and c F. The final steady state voltage, EF, is:
!i EoCo" El (CD+CE+c F)
• E F CT
!i (Equation 6-1)
whereC T _ Co+C D + CE + C F
Eo _ initial voltage across,C o
!i E 1 _ initial voltage across CD, C E and C Fi;
The value of E may be of the order of B, 000 to 10,000 volts if n man i_ the means of energy
!! transfer or ,._ource and the humidity is not excessive.
The transient condition of Figure 6-9 is somewhat complex as a function of time and depends
i! upon the relative vrlues of RA_ R5, IeB, R D and R C. It A is expected to be of relatively small
resistance. The time constant of the initial instant of the charging phase may be expected
ii to approximate R ° C net where:
_E
_ 1 + 1 1ii,, Onet + --cA
i (Equation 6-2)
This will be a relatively fast charging rate and the larger portion of the distribution of the
1 charge will appear across CD, considering the expected value of RA. With this occurrence
the '_ransmission line" will possess most of the charge of CD across its terminals. If the
contact resistance of the fuse strip and igniter chord is considerably higher than its distributed
i resistance, this is where such breakdown points will occur (point Y or Z) if the voltage is
high enough; if they are not, the charge will be redistributed as time increases with the longer
:; time constantprov}ded by the distributedtransmission lineand C E and C F. Itisdifficult
to ascertain the characteristics of the potential breakdown regions until relative values of the
equivalent circuit are determined. In fact, the vahtcs of Re, CA, R A mid C D could be high
i! unough in respect to the distributed transmission line and CE and C F to reduce the breakdown
region to a non-hazardous condition.
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_._ It is also noted that because of the configuration construction the system analyzed may be
quite immune to pulse type energy or high frequency electromagnetic sources. The aluminmn
frame together with CA and C D may provide a low bypass type impedance essentially isolating
ii the critical areas from such problems. This would depend, among other things, upon the con-
ductivity and dielectric factors of the case itself.
'7
i 6.3.3 POTENTIAL SOURCE OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
The E8 launcher housing or case, as it is sometines called, is constructed of Royalite,
!! identified as type number 40-1211-RL. This material is part of the plastics family.
It is approximately . 062 inches thick, and with the polyfoam existing directly beneath
, it, the material completely surrounds all of the critical components of the system. This con-i
struction represents a multiple layer dielectric insulator. Normal use of the E8 launcher is
expected to include considerable amounts of movement and rubbing of the Royalite against other
ii material. A larger percentage of this action might occur against material worn by a man and
some would occur against his skin as he prepares the launcher for use. It would also be ex-
pected that the same man could be involved in preparing the launcher for flring_ which includes: t
I removing the firing well cover and touching parts of the manual activator assembly or squib
input leads.
i The agitation occurring between the man and the E8 launcher can provide an electrostatic
charge. The potential that would result between the man and launcher would be expected to be
I caused by a negative charge or electron excess on the Royalite and a depletion of electrons
" or a positive charge on the man. The extent of the charge depends upon the material on the man
(and also the Royalite), the extent of agitation, the length of time after the agitation that the
I| charge is "utilized," and the existing humidity. When the man removes the firing well cover
and touches any part of the manual activator assembly, he will transfer his charge depletion
to the igniter chord and fuse strip critical area. If no breakdown occurs (see Figure 6-9 and
discussion related to it), the charge originally generated between the man and the case will
. be distributed to CIT CE, and CF as indicated by Equation 6-1.
The length of time the charge remains across the capacitors is a function of the conductivity
of the imperfect dielectric. It may be possible to accumulate the charge or under certain
i! circumstances have it oppositely charged from that described. When two charge accumulations
occur which are of opposite polarity the transient breakdown conditions c'm increase con-
i siderably.
_ The precise susceptibility of the E8 latincher to electrostatic charges can only be determined
_ o °_ by measuring some of _e equivalent circuit values. It is evident from the preceding discussions
__ i that some of the construction design Is beneficial to the reduction of possible electrostatic
ignition; however, there are other considerations that should be taken into account such as the
case and conductive cement used with the fuse strip and igniter chord. Changes required to
i improve immunity to electrostatic charge problems appear quite minimal. 6-19
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" SECTION7
,I
PHASEII TESTPLAN
'i
7.1 GENERAL
ii This plan represents the scope st work to be performed during the second phase of the two-phase
investigation of the electrostatic vulnerability of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters, The objec-
tives of this phase are to:
!
_, • Conduct electrostatic spark ignition and triboelectrific_tion tests on subsystems and
, components of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters.
_i • Evaluate prior incidents of the E8 and XM15/XM165 clusters from an electrostatic
viewpoint.
r.
_: • Refin_ '!,e equivalent electrical circuits generated in Phase I.
• Recommend measures to eliminate or neutralize hazard areas.
i • Propose a future system test program.
To accomplish these objectives, Phase II will be divided into five tasks, one for each objective.
I The taskswillbe implemented as shown inthe Phase IIlogicdiagrams, Figures 7-1 through
7-5.
f 7.2 PHASE II TESTING
7.2.1 GENERAL
Tilere is sufficient evidence to suggest that the E8 and XM15 tactical CS dispersion weapons are
vulnerable to premature activation by electrostatic accumulation and discharge. Results of an
i investigationintoan accidentinvolvingan XMI65fXMI5 atDugway gives credence tosuspicionsthatan electrostaticdischargeprematurely actlv_tedtheweapon. Similarly,a fireata facility
manufacturingthe E8 appears tohave resultedfrom the same typeof malfunction.
_!. The series of tests comprising Phase II should prove or disprove suspicions that the E8 and
XM15 are indeed sensitive to electrostatic energy. These tests will be conducted under labora-
i toryconditionsto assure controlofthe testenvironment, and the testconfigurationswillbe
simplifiedas much as possible.
i 7.2.2 TEST OBJE CTIVE
The objectivesofthese testswillbe I;odetermine the electrostaticsensitivityofthe E8 and
!_ XM15, to isolate sources of electrostatic generation either internally or externally, and to
i! determine ways of decreasing or eliminating the possibility of premature ignition.
i
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_ 7.2.3 TEST SCOPE
During Phase II, testing will be confined to two general areas:
• Susceptibility of ES and XMlfi pyrotechnic materials to electrostatic ignition
• Susceptibility of E8 and XM15 _truetural ma_erials to triboelectrlfieation
The ignition tests will be limited t_ components and subsystem configurations of the E_t and
XM15 fu_e systems. The tribocleetrifieation tests will include only thorpe t_tructural materials
of the I,:_ and XMI 5 which are good insulatorn trod con,_equently poBslble s_atie electric accumu-
i latlon points.
7.2.4 TEST APPROACH
,1
);_ 7 .., t, 1 Electrostatic Spark Ignition Susceptlbll'ty
An obvious conclusion concerning the electrostatic problems associated with pvroteebnte mate=
, rials is that sparking and the resultant heat are responsible for ignition o_ the material. '['h_sr
tests should answer the qttestion that arises from this conclusion of wheiher or not an cner_5'
!:
!i threshold exists which governs the suscephbllity of a material to ignition by electrostatic sparking.
A sample or an assembly will be placed in a teat fixture and subjected to t3park8 of various energy
I_ levels until ignition is obtained or until it becomes obvious timt the m_terial Is insensitive,
t_ Careful observations will be made to determine the exact cause of ignition and to identify the
"weak points" in the fusing system.t_
i} Based on these test results, recommendations can be made for design changes to reduce or
eliminate the premature ignition hazard.
i} 7.2.4,2 Triboelectrtftcation Susceptibility
In conjunction with the electrostatic ignition tests, triboelectrification 5usceptibllity tests will
i_ be performed on the nonconducting structural components of the E8 and XM15.
It is known that when two different insulating materials are brought into contact with each other
i! and then separated a positive charge will be found on one and a negative charge found on the
other. This phenomenon is known as triboelectrification or electrification by touch. Frictional
_ contact between these materials produces the same results.
_ Samples of the various materials will be subjected to contact and friction with materials which
would normally be adjacent to them during either manufacturing, shipping, or handling. The
,:_, frequency and duration of the contact or friction will be selected so as to simulate as closely
as possible the actual triboelectric conditions encountered by the E8 and XM15.
1 By this method, a determination can be made of which materials, under what conditions, are
likely to produce charges of magnitudes sufficient to prematurely activate these weapons.
I
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7.2.5 TESTS TO BE CONDUCTED
The tests that will be conduet6d during Phase II are identified in Tables 7-t through 7-4. These
tables are divided into the two major groups, Electrostatic _park Ignition Susceptibility, and
i Triboeleotrffication Susceptibility. Due to the urgency of the XM15/XMlfl5 production schedule,
some of the XM15 electrostatic spark ignition tests have been completed and reports submitted.
! Ilowever, those reports will be presented more conctsely in the Phase II report.
r
7.2. £, ELECTROSTA'rlt2 SPARK IGNITION SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST PROCEI)URE
,, 7, 2.6.I Purpose
i; " - -
The purpnse ofthe electrostatic_pnrk ignitionsuseeptlbllitytootsisto determine the electro-
=_ static sensitivity of various components of the XM15 and the E8 pyrotechnic fuse train_.
7.2.6.2 Description
:'i Various materials and assombli¢:_ of materials will be subjected to electrostatic dtschart,_s of
various energy levels to determine their sensitivity to electrostatic energy. Capacltal}cc wduos
and voltage levels will bc varied to attain these wlrtous energy levels; Calmeitlvv discharge will
:t be the mechanism by which the samples will be tested.
7.2.6.3
!t This procedure will be used for the Investigation of the following items (in a subsysto.m configu-
ration) :
0 • Delay fuse line (XM15)
• Lead azide line (XM15)
_ • Small Junction blocks (aluminum and lexan) (XM15)
f • Large Junction blocks (aluminum and lexan) (XM15)
_: • Ignition pellets (small and large) (XM15)
i • Main fuse train (ES)
• Electrical squib (E8)
li • Auxiliary fuse train (S8)I,
• E23 fuse train (ES)
I! 7.2.6.4 References
The following sources were utilized in preparing this procedure:
:}
,_ • U.S. Army Draft Technical Manual 3-1325-234-12
• U.S. Army Draft Technical Manual 3-1325-231-12
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t
. • 'Pyrotechnic Materials: Their Resistivity t Charge Generation, and Senslttvity to
_ Spark Discharge" by Arthur D. Little, Jr.
_ • Assembly Procedure for Canister Cluster Assembly_ Chemical Agentt XM165
• Assembly Drawings E8 and XM15
_i • U.S. Army Technical Bulletin 3-1310-255-10
:1
7.2.6.5 Definitions and Abbreviations
None
7.2.6.6 Responsibilities
:' 7.2.6.6.1 Test Conductor
The test conductor will be responsible for the performance of the test per procedure.
7.2.6.6.2 Safety
The safety representative will monitor the operation, render safety advice, and assure that the
*I
! test is conducted in a safe manner.
7.2.6.7 Support Requirements
7.2.6.7.1 Special Tools/Test Equipment
The following tools/test equipment will be utilized for testing for electrostatic ignition suscspt-,t
!_ ibility:
• Techntciants tool box
i'! • Fluke, Model 410B, high voltage P/S
• HV probe
ii. • Spark gap test fixture
• Rule, calipers, or other instrument for measuring gapsi'
7.2.6.7.2 Equipment/Materials
i The equipment/materials required for this testing activity are:
• Assorted capacitors,0.002-1.0 mid, with voltage ratings to 10kv
i • Aluminum buss with 8-32 mounting holes
• Assorted teat leads
i_ • Freon cleaning agent
..Y_.
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7.2.6.8 Prerequisites
A CO2 fire extinguisher must be available during testing, and all personnel engaged in the testing
activity must wear safety glasses or face shields.
7.2.6,9 Test Procedure
•_, 7.2.6.9.1 Preparation
:i
Preparations for testing will be as follows:
] a. Assemble the test equipment into the configuration shown in Figure 7-6,
b. Secure the specimen or components to be tested.
i
c. En_ure that all personnel within ten feet of the pyrotechnic test specimens are wearing
safety glasses.
i! 7.2.6.9.2 Test
?
Actual testing will proceed as follows:
a. Verify that the high voltage power supply is off.
b. Place tlle _est specimen in the test fixture (see Figure 7-6).
i c. the specimen as by test conductor, the test configuration
Ground directed the Record
on the data sheet (Figure 7-7).
I d. Turn on the high voltage supply.power
CAUTION
i HIGH VOLTAGE. During the remaining steps high
voltages wiU be present. Use extreme caution to
i_ prevent accidental contact with points of high voltage.
!i e. With all output voltage switches to zero, turn the high voltage power switch on.
¢. T. the app, _,_matcl_ five _econd_ bct-_'cen steps, advmme the output voltage switches
J to the test voltage specified by the test conductor. Record the final voltage on the
data sheet.
i g. Using the control knob, lower the spark gap test aid probe to the sample until a
spark occurs.
i h. Return the spark gap test aid probe to its original position.:j
I. Return the power supply high voltage output switches to zero.
J. Record observations and comments concerning the results of the test on the data
sheet.
7-14
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k. Clean the test surface and place the next specimen on the test fixture.
I. Repeat step 7, 2.6.9.2. c.
i_ m. Repeat steps 7,2.6.9.2.e and k,
n. Upon completion of the test series, turn off the high voltage power supply.
t o. Make the necessary calculations and complete the data sheet.
7.2.7 TRIBOELECTRIFICATION SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST PROCEDURE
!i 7.2.7.1
I!
The purpose of the triboelectrification susceptibility test to determine the susceptibility of
i various components of the E8 and XM165fXM15 weapons to triboelectriflcation.
7.2.7, 2 Description
:I Various materials will be placed in contact with each other and then separated, and the tribe-
electric potential will be measured. Frictional contact will also be made, and the resulting
ili pote_tials willbe measured.
7.2.7. Scope
i Thi_ procedure will be used only for the investigation of the triboelectric effects of the E8 and
XMI5 pyrotechnicfusetrain.
ii 7.2.7.4 References
The following sources were utilized in preparing this procedure.
• U.S. Army Draft Technical Manual 3-1325-234-12
• U.S. Army Draft Technical Manual 3-1325-231-12
it • Assembly Drawings E8 and XM15
4
7.2.7.5 Definitions and Abbreviations
it None
7.2.7.6 Responsibilities
4
it 7.2.7.6.1 Test Conductor
The test conductor will be responsible for the performance of the test per procedure.
i 7.2.7.6.2 Safety
The safety will monitor the operation, render safety advice, and assure that the test is conducted
_ in a safe manner.
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7.2.7.7 Support Itecl_roments
7.2.7.7.1 SpecialTools/Test Equipment
!i The followlngtools/testequipment willbe utilizedfor testingfor triboelectrificationsuscept-
_" ibllity:
: • Technician's toolbox
:i
_
• KeithleyModel 610B or 610C electrometerand Model 25oi head
: • StatitrolCorporationModel M-1001 staticmotor
• Customer Materials,Inc., Model CM 1-7777staticmotor
r
_I • Temperatar c,/htumt dt ty rote, der
7.2.7.7.2 Equipment/Materials
:I Equipment/materials required for this testing activity are:
• Glass sheet, 18 inchesx 18 inchesx. 125 inch (6pieces}
II • Rubber gloves (2 sets)
• Freon cleaning agent
!
! 7.2.7.8 Prerequisites
Prior to initiation of the test activity, the test conductor will select the material pairs to be
i_ tested.
7.2.7.9 Test Procedure
i'i 7.2.7.9.1 Preparation
'A.
_ Preparations for testing will be as follows:
a. Clean the rubber gloves thoroughly with Freon after they have been placed on hands
(do not rub Freon).
I b. Clean the sheets of Plexiglas thoroughly with poured Freon.i' .
_ c. Place the pieces of Plexiglas into two stacks of three each, using clean gloves or
paper towels to prevent contamination.
,._=,
d. Clean the samples with Freon when possible, being careful not to touch them with
_ the hands.
, NOTE
Some samples may react with Freon.
i
I
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I 7.2.7.9.2 TeBti_
,j
_b
7.2.7.9, 2, 1 Contact Electrification. Contact eleetrific,_tion testing will he conducted asT-
follows:
a. Wearing cleaned ruhher gloves, grasp the two samples, hring them into gentle
contact, then separate them. Iteeord the samples on the data _hoet (Flhmre 7_8),
_: b. Place each sample on a Plextgias sheet.
ii e, Using the Keithley Modal 610C electrometer, measure the electrostatic potential oi
i each material. Record on the data shoot.
_i 7.2.7.9.2.2 Friction Electrifieatign .. Friction electrification testing will bu conducted as
0
_ follows;
a. Wearing cleaned rubber gloves, gt'asp the two samples and rub the surfnco_ togothm,
il 0rock and forth) for L0 strokes.
b. Place each sample on a Plexiglas sheet.
'i
t e. Using the Keithley Model 610B or 610C electrometer, measure the electrostatic
potential of each material. Record on the data shoot.
! d. Repeat steps of 7.2.7.9.2.1 and 2 for each pair of materials.
7.3 OTHER TESTS
7.3.I GENERAL
In addition to the electrostatic ignition and the triboelectrification tests as defined in para6a'aph
I 7.2.3, special tests relatin_ to the electrostatic vulnerability of the E8 and XM15/XM165 will
be conducted. The results of the planned tests may yield data or information which will dictate
t additional or special tests or tests in lieu of the planned tests. Also, due to system designchanges or unknown events, Edgewood may require other tests in lieu of some of the planned
tests. Presently two tests fall in this category: the XM15 fuse train subsystem test and the
I the E8 foaming test.
u
7.3.2 XM15 FUSE TRAIN SUBSYSTEM TEST
!t'
i_ This test is very similar to the electrostatic ignition test defined in paragraph 7.2.3 and the
same test procedure will be used. Itowever, instead of applying a spark, energy will be applied
directly to the fuse train as shown in Figure 7-9. This will simulate an electrostatic voltage
being applied to the fuse train. The spark gap test fixture as defined in paragraph 7.2.3 will be
,_ used to discharge the fuse train potgntial. Various voltages and capacitors will be used to
!_ yield energies up to 50 Joules. This test method will simulate, in a subsystem mode, realistic
situations to which the fuse train is e_osed. A total of six fuse trains will be tested, three
I
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_! from each of the two XM.L5 manufactltrers. This will ensure that true samples are tested and
'._ will slim.pate the possibility of inducing manufacturing errors from an independent source,
7, 3, 3 E8 FOAMING TEST
i_ 7, 3,3, 1 General
,: The source of two fires in the E8 production facilities has been traced to the polyurethane
t_
il plastic foaming operations. Static electric ignition is the prime suspect since polyurethane
foaming is a lo_w e_othflrmie chemical pro_ess and consequently produces insignificant heat.
i
i It is theorized that the foamed plastic generates static electricity as it expands against the ethel'
nonconductive materials inside the El, Th_ aluminum foil vapor barrier placed across the to;)
)i of the foamed area could provide an excellent charge coDoction point for this static electricity.
The fuse train could be in contact with this foil barrier and easily pick up the charge, If the
fuse ls son,_itive enough and the charge is of s_fleient magnRude, ignition is possible. I_nltion
_ testswillbe conductedduringPhase II.
To investigatethispotentialhazard, a visitto theproductionfacilitywillbe made. During this
_I_ visitthemanufacturer willconductfoaming _perationsofan E8 to simulate as vloselyas possible
the conditionsencounteredduringthisportionof theproductionprocess. (Referto Figures 7-I0
i through 7-13 for the locations of the measuring points,)
7.3.3.2 'restApproach
The E8 foaming tests will encompass the following:
• Prefoaming Tests - Prior to initiation of (earning operations the E8 shell and other
i components willbe measured for electrostaticaccumulations. The locationsand
_i. magnitudes of any charges willbe noted,
_!if • Foamin_ Tests - During the foaming operations the ES will be constantly measured todetermine ff any changes have occurred in the location and the magnitude of any
electrostatic accumulations. Any changes will be noted,
• Post Foaming Tests - Immediately upon completion of the foaming operations measure-{I
ments will be made to determine the location and the magnitude of any electrostatic
accumulations. Notes will be made and compared to information obtained from pre-
'_ foaming and foaming tests.
I • Visual Inspections - After all electrostatic measurements have been made a visualinspection of the E8 will be made to determine the:
II | Physical location of the vapor barrier with respect to the launch tubes, the foam
'i_ and thetop cover.
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i. _ • Physicallocationof thefuse trainwith respectto thevapor barrier, foam and
ii any metal components in close proximity.
7.3.3.3 Data Evaluation
Data acquired during the foaming operation will be thoroughly reviewed and evaluated. Labora-
tory tests will be conducted as required to substantiate or refute cc;ml, sions reached from the
field data. Upon completion of this evaluation, a report will be prepared containing the results
of the tests, conclusions reached, and recommendations for remedial action.
i 7.4 EVALUATE PRIOR INCIDENTS
This taskwillconsistofevaluatingprior mishaps, accidentsand malfunctionsinvolvingthe E8
launchersand theXMI5/XM165 cluster, Success of theeffortwilldepend on the availabilityof
the incidentreportsand the detailscontainedtherein, The reportswillbe evaluatedonlyfrom
_ an electrostatic standpoint.
: 7.5 REFINE EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
i The equh'alent electrical circuits will be refined and analyzed from the standpoint of assigning
values to the circuit components. It is not feasible to analyze or assign values to all possible
circuit components. A typical case will be considered, component values will be assigned, and
i_ the typical case will be analyzed.
Two unique techniques will be employed by the General Electric Electronics Laboratory as a
_ part of the analysis--electrostatic field plotting and analysis of transmission lines with arbitrary
boundaries.
7.5.1 ELECTROSTATIC FIELD PLOTTING
7.5.1.1 Introduction
_, Electrostatic field plotting is a technique for plotting equipotential contours of a two-dimen-d
sional electrostatic field. This display technique provides a visual display of electric fields
and field gradients as a function of position. Thus an easily interpreted pictorial represen-
tation of the parameter (electric field) which induces discharge is obtained. The electrostatic
field is generated by painting conductive lines or surfaces on a sheet of resistance paper and
_i, apph'ing, voltage potentials to the conductive lines. The resistance paper is placed on an X_Y
plotter whose pen is used as a voltage probe. The voltage is fed to an analog computer where
it is compared _th the voltage of the desired equipotential line to generate an error sigh'ft.
The error signal is amplified, filtered, and resolved into sine and cosine components which
are used to drive the X-Y plotter pen in Y and X directions, respectively. This completes
f a serve feedback loop which effectively guides the X-Y plotter pen along a fixed voltage contour
generated I)y the electrostatic field. A second X-Y plotter, which is driven by the same X
and Y control signals as the first, traces the voltage contours in ink on a sheet of graph l_q)er.|
R-O52
7.5.1.2 Seryo Loop Doscrip_on _See Fl_re 7-14)
i_ The voltage potential at a given set of X-Y coordinates is detected by using the X-Y plotter pen
to make contact with the resistance paper. The pen is connected to the input of an FET type
/ operational amplifier used as a voltage follower. This op amp has a very high input impedance
(about l_llohms) and as a result measures the voltage on the resistance paper very well.
The op amp output is trunked to the analog computers where it is subtracted from a reference
voltage, The reference voltage is adjusted to the value of the equipotential contour which is to
be plotted. The resulting error signal is fed through a gain and compensation circuit and then
through a low-pass filter to reduce 60Hz and higher noise components. The filter output is
applied to the input of a simulated rate resolver.
_' The rate resolver is initialized to _ angle of zero degrees. This makes the initial sine output
zero and the initial cosine output +100 volts. Both the cosine and sine are outputs multiplied by
a constant velocity magnitude (V) to generate the velocity component in the X and Y directions.
Each velocity component is fed to an integrator which generates X and Y drive voltages for Lhe
i plotters. Initial pen position is determined by setting initial conditions on these integrators.
t
7.5.1.3 Operation
I The initial values of X and Y are adjusted manually such that the error signal is zero at thestart of each contour line plot. The pen is located somewhere within the parallel plate part of
the field (see Figure 7-15).
l When the analog computer is placed in the COMPUTE mode, the integrators become active and the
plotters move in the positive X direction. If the error signal b,_comes positive, this means the
i potential at point is too the plotter pen must in positivethat of the field small and be directed the
Y direction to reduce the error. This means that angle must Increase from zero to some positive
1 value. This will point the velocity vector along the equipotential contour while keeping the mag-
} nitude of the velocity vector a constant.
The equipotential line is traced to within 0.5 inches of the edge of the graph paper grid. The
computer is then placed in the HOLD mode which keeps the X-Y plotter peus from moving. The
pens are lifted from the resistance paper and graph paper, respectively, and the computer is
i placed in the INITIAL CONDITION mode which drives the plotter pens back to their starting
positions.
i Two switches are thrown on the analog computer which changes the rate resolver initial angle
from 0° to 180 ° and inverts the sign of rate resolver input. When placed in the COMPUTE mode,
the plotter pens now move in the negative X direction and correct as before to reduce the error
voltage. Due to the inversion o£ the sign of the rate resolver input, a positive error will now
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decrease the rate resolver angle from 180 ° but will still cause a positive velocity component
in the Y direction since the sine of the rate resolver angle is increasing, The greatest deviation
from the equipotontial contour occurs when passing close to the end of a constant voltage con-
_!} ducter.
:!
7. 1.4 FieldM0do,!
The model of the field pattern has been constructed by scaling down tha physical dimensions of
the real world situation to fit on a piece of 11" _ 17" graph paper while preserving relative
sizes. Provisionu must bc made to keep the arena of interest toward the center of the paper
whore the boundary affects are not important. The adgos of the resistance paper will cause the
, oqulpotential lines to bo perpendicular to the edge at the point of intersection.
The model on the resistance paper is constructed by applying conductive epoxy strips wherever
eondu¢;tors arc _uppofled to be, Wires can be attaeho_l to the conductive strips by cementing
ii them in place with the same condu,,tlvc epoxy. MasMng tape is used to assure r(;asonably
straight lines with smooth edges. It is possible to got dimensional accuracies to los_ titan 0, L
;i inches using this approach.
!_ 7.5.2 APPLICATION OF THE ATLAB COMPUTER PI_OGP, AM
i_ The Analysis of Transmission Lines with Arbitrary Boundaries (ATLAB) program is capable of
! analyzing virtually any mechanical configuration in terms of its electrostatic properties. The
versatility of this computer program accrues from the fact that no apriori assumptions about
!i the geometry to be analyzed are built into the program. It can thus evaluate numerically con-
figurations that are not amenable to conventional analysis--a structure that heretofore required
li tedious special-purpose compvter programs.
_ ATLAB is capable of analyzing any configuration that can be represented by X-Y segments in a
" 7, plane. The structure may have multiple conductors, several different dielectrics, inner shields,
!! etc. No matter how complicated the structure (within reason), ATLAB can deter'mine the
equivalent capacitance between conductors and the potential that any floating conductor will rise
to when other conductors are excited. By use of the impedance-resistance analogy, the equiva-
lent resistance between any two conductors can also be determined, even if the space between
those conductors contains several materials of different bulk resistivities.
°:°::e I
......_.-.=_ The following examples will illustrate the use of ATLAB in electrostatic problems similar to
" :::_ the present fusing problem.
:_,vS :. I2 _ Figure 7-16 represents a metallic box located within an outer shielding box. The space between
":_ _ the two boxes contains a plastic material on the bottom and a different plastic foam on the sides.
_ °_"° I The odd shape of the inner box would make conventional analysis difficult, if not impossible.
' :_ i ATLAB, by using numerical techniques, can determine the effective capacitance between the
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_, boxes dlreotly.
!i @---AI,,o ,, AS
,' _ _OUTER SHIELDING BOX
INNER BOX
FOAM FILI,ING
} _ PLASTIC
Figure 7-16. Metallic Box Within Outer Shiclding Box
Figure 7-17 illu_tratcn an electronic device normally installed lnaido a t_hiolding Qover. ATLAB
can be u_od to calculate the resistance and capact_nco (the equivalent circuit) pro_ont if the
cover hmdvortently nmdo a poor contact with tim base. The amount of current that wmdd flow
;i duo to the application of a voltage to the out_ldo shield and the timo-eon_tant of the object, it_
_uscoptlbtllty to t_xtornal pluses, could then be determined.
s s I • .t DIhI,E( Till( _ COVER
All' .......-01 ]
METALLIC BASE
Figure 7-17. ElectronicDevice Normally InstalledInsideShieldingCover
+
Figure 7-18 illustratesanotherelectronicproblem_ thatoftwo isolateddevices locatedwithin
ti
a metallicenclosure. Ifa potentialwere appliedbetween pointsA and B, ATLAB could calcu-
latethe capacitively-lnducedpotentialwhich the other nonconnectedbox attains. This calcu-
_ lation x_uld be necessary to check for the possibility of sparking between the box and the case.
ii,o}v,-,Y
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7.6 RECOMME_ND MEASURES I
This task will consist of reviewing all efforts expended in Phase I and Phase II of this program
and compiling all recommendations resulting from the taskeo Recommendations will be based
on the resets, findings_ and assumptions generated during Phase I and Phase II.
7.7 FUTUI!E TEST PLAN
Because this program has considered only the E8 and XM15/XMlfl5 clusters in subsystem con-
figurations it is necessary to conduct system tests to verify the findings/assumptions rcmflting
from Phase I and Phase II, The t_mts should be conducted with completely assembled inert
and/or at_nt-loaded XMl_fi/XMI65 nnd/or E8 canister_ which incorporate tho_e changes doomed
necessary. The same toots should also be conducted with uni:, which have not incorporated
:i changes. This will provide for a f_eforo and after" type test.
The future test plnn will identify recommended test_, time re_tuired to _:onduct those tot_ta, and
I,
cost c_timatos.
.i
l
